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Our aim is to make the best apparel for runners, winning awards is just a bonus.

It’s great that our work is getting a lot of recognition worldwide. It means that we aren’t alone in thinking that running apparel should 
be comfortable in any weather. But the awards are not the reason we get up in the morning. Being runners ourselves we believe that 
intelligent functions and contemporary design add to the enjoyment of the sport. So we test excessively, obsess about details, go home 
late at night and the next day we do it all over again. It’s the only way we know how. Even though it’s hard work we never look back, 
we continue to explore, research and listen to feedback. Because our only goal is to make apparel we would want to wear ourselves. 
And we are very hard to please.

Wir sind stolz darauf, dass die weltweite Anerkennung für unsere Arbeit groß ist. Denn es bedeutet, dass unsere Anstrengungen 
Laufbekleidung so funktionell und komfortabel wie möglich zu machen, von vielen Läufern geschätzt werden. Aber es sind nicht die 
Auszeichnungen, die uns jeden Morgen antreiben. Wir sind selbst passionierte Läufer und überzeugt, dass die Freude am Laufen 
durch intelligente Funktion und aktuelles Design immer wieder gesteigert werden kann. Wir testen unermüdlich, sind besessen von 
den kleinsten Details, wir gehen abends spät nach Hause und machen am nächsten Morgen voller Elan weiter. Nur so kennen wir  
es. Auch wenn es höchsten Einsatz bedeutet, forschen und suchen wir immer weiter nach der perfekten Lösung und hören uns dazu 
jedes Feedback an. Warum? Ganz einfach, weil wir Bekleidung entwickeln wollen, die wir selbst gerne tragen. Und wir selbst sind 
besonders anspruchsvoll.
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GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems – a natural step along the line of our philosophy.
For us innovation always starts with the needs of a sportsman. It began back in 1976 with a couple of inventive engineers and sports
enthusiasts within our company. They developed the GORE-TEX® laminate, the first waterproof, breathable fabric in the world.

And then in 1997 we were also the first to realize the benefits of using GORE materials to enhance the runner’s performance. So we
developed a small collection and launched GORE RUNNING WEAR®. This inquisitive culture and passion for runners and their needs
fostered our Head-To-Toe and Skin-To-Shell thinking and dedication to weather protection and temperature management. In that 
sense the GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems is a natural extension of our heritage. On the next pages you can read more on how 
our Outfit Systems idea and performance adds up to be greater than the sum of its parts.

Für uns beginnt Innovation immer mit dem konkreten Bedarf eines Sportlers. Alles begann im Jahr 1976 mit ein paar 
erfindungsreichen Ingenieuren und Sportlern in unserem Unternehmen. Sie entwickelten das GORE-TEX® Laminat, den ersten 
wasserdichten und gleichzeitig atmungsaktiven Funktionsstoff der Welt.

Dann im Jahr 1997 waren wir ein weiteres Mal die Ersten, die erkannten, wie man GORE Materialien zur Steigerung der Leistungs-
fähigkeit - diesmal von Läufern - erfolgreich einsetzen kann. Wir entwickelten eine kleine Kollektion und gaben damit den Startschuss 
für GORE RUNNING WEAR®. Die Mischung aus Wissbegierde und Leidenschaft für den Bedarf des Läufers hat die erfolgreiche 
Entwicklung unserer Head-To-Toe und Skin-To-Shell Konzepte ebenso positiv beeinflusst wie unser tiefstes Interesse an Wetterschutz 
und Temperaturmanagement. In diesem Sinne ist das GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit System eine logische Konsequenz aus unserer 
Geschichte. Auf den nächsten Seiten erfährst Du, wie die Outfit System-Idee in Bezug auf ihre Leistungsfähigkeit und ihren Nutzen 
eben mehr ist als nur die Summe ihrer einzelnen Teile.
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GORE RUNNING WEAR™ Systems|FUNCTIONGORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems | FUNCTION

GORE RUNNING WEAR® fabric technologies
When we develop and engineer best-in-class cycling products for high performance sportsmen and woman in action we 
chose the innovations from the GORE-TEX® and WINDSTOPPER® product ranges. Still, to get a perfect Outfit System we 
need to integrate other fabrics as well. We have named these hand selected fabrics GORE® Selected fabrics.

GORE-TEX® PRODUCTS - PRODUCT CLASSES

GORE®
SELECTED
FABRICS

Weather Conditions: cool, mixed weather

Breathability

Ruggedness

High aerobic activity level done in a day

DURABLY
WATE R
PROOF

W I N D
PROOF

Membrane Technology

Lining

GORE-TEX® membrane
integrated in the lining

Outer fabric

 FAST PACE, HIGH INTENSITY

GORE® Selected fabrics
When not using GORE-TEX® or WINDSTOPPER® laminates we only select and place fabrics that  
perfectly match our high quality philosophy. All put together for the best end  user feel, fit and  
performance, and always related to the runner in motion. We have named these  carefully hand  
selected textiles GORE® Selected fabrics. 
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The lightest, most packable products, offering total wind- 

proofness, maximum breathability and water resistance.  

WINDSTOPPER® Active Shells 2L keep you comfortable for  

enhanced performance during highly aerobic activities.

•  LIGHTWEIGHT FABRICS: Allows excessive body heat to  

escape efficiently.

• PACKABLE: Compresses and stores easily when not in use. 

• WATER RESISTANT: Sheds rain, snow and dries quickly.

Offers total windproofness with maximum breathability,  

combining the comfort of a soft mid-layer and the water  

resistance of a shell in one garment. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shells 

keep you comfortable with the freedom of movement you need  

for enhanced performance in a wide range of activities and weath-

er conditions.

• ACTIVE FIT: Offers soft comfort with freedom of movement.

• VERSATILE: Delivers comfort as a mid or outer layer.

• WATER RESISTANT: Sheds rain, snow and dries quickly.

Without the WINDSTOPPER® membrane:
The blue areas show that this fabric  

cannot withstand wind. Although  

outside temperature remains the same,  

you will quickly start to feel cold. This is  

the windchill effect.

With the WINDSTOPPER® membrane:
The red areas show that the  

WINDSTOPPER® can block the wind.  

You remain comfortable and warm  

and can maintain your level of  

physical activity.

ACTIVE SHELLS

SOFT SHELLS

WINDSTOPPER® products:
• offer maximum breathability

• avoid moisture accumulation

• enhance your comfort and performance 

  whilst active outdoors 

TOTAL WINDPROTECTIONMAXIMUM BREATHABILITY

WINDSTOPPER® PRODUCTS - PRODUCT CLASSES

Maximum Breathability:
Prevents overheating and 
perspiration build-up by allowing 
moisture vapor to easily escape.

Maximum Breathability:
Prevents overheating and 
perspiration build-up by allowing 
moisture vapor to easily escape.

Total Windproofness:
Protects your body’s warmth  
from the chilling effects of wind  
and weather.

Total Windproofness:
Protects your body’s warmth  
from the chilling effects of wind  
and weather.



GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems | COLORS

Women
82
IVY GREEN

08
NEON 
YELLOW

17
SULPHUR 
YELLOW

65
BLIZZARD 
BLUE

51
VISTA BLUE

26
BLAZE 
ORANGE

24
FROZEN 
ORANGE

43
MAGENTA

32
RAVEN
BROWN

01
WHITE

Detail colors

05
TUR-
QUOISE

86
ASTEROID 
GREY

39
ICE BLUE

91
GRAPHITE 
GREY

60
BRILLIANT 
BLUE

87
ALU GREY

89
SILVER

16
CADMIUM 
YELLOW

92
LIGHT 
GREY

96
TITAN

01
WHITE

Base Layer’s colors

99
BLACK

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

99
BLACK

28
RUBY RED

13
JAZZY 
PINK

23
SPEED 
BLUE

06
VOILET 
TULIP

20
GOLDEN 
OAK

NEW

NEW



Men
82
IVY GREEN

72
FRESH 
GREEN

08
NEON 
YELLOW

91
GRAHITE 
GREY

01
WHITE

20
GOLDEN 
OAK

26
BLAZE 
ORANGE

24
FROZEN 
ORANGE

99
BLACK

Detail colors

51
VISTA 
BLUE

74
APPLE 
GREEN

91
GRAPHITE 
GREY

92
LIGHT 
GREY

96
TITAN

01
WHITE

Base Layer’s colors

99
BLACK

NEW

NEW

28
RUBY RED

35
RED

65
BLIZZARD 
BLUE

60
BRILLIANT 
BLUE

17
SULPHUR 
YELLOW

NEW

NEW

NEW



1. THE RUNNER
You start with the basics: Man, woman,
road or trail running?

2. ABILITY OF THE RUNNER
Trail and road running have three levels:
– The PERFORMANCE line is created for the extremely 
passionate and demanding runner. Outfit Systems include our 
latest innovations and cutting edge fabrics technology features.
– The AMBITIOUS line is created for the devoted, passionate 
runner with high expectations. Outfit Systems include high 
quality, long lasting, classic best-in-class fabrics.
– The FITNESS line is created for the fitness and recreational 
runner. Outfit Systems include high-tech best-in-class fabrics.

How to select your optimal GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit System
The thinking behind GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems technology is based on several crucial performance enhancing factors. 
The runner and his or her needs, the weather conditions and the technology within a specific system delivering best function, fit, 
design and performance for that particular runner. 

ROAD RUNNER AMBITIOUS

FITNESS

TRAIL RUNNER

PERFORMANCE

AMBITIOUS

1. DER LÄUFER
Wir beginnen mit den ersten grundlegenden Fragen: Mann oder Frau?
Trail oder Straßen Läufer?

2. DIE LEISTUNGSFÄHIGKEIT DES LÄUFERS
Trail und Straßen Running unterteilen wir in drei Stufen
– Die PERFORMANCE Linie ist gemacht für den 
leidenschaftlichen, fordernden Läufer. Die Outfit Systeme bieten 
die aktuellsten Innovationen sowie Funktionsstoffe auf dem 
neuesten Stand der Technologie.
– Die AMBITIOUS Linie ist gemacht für den ambitionierten 
Läufer mit hoher Erwartungshaltung. Die Outfit Systeme bieten 
höchste Qualität mit sehr haltbaren, klassischen “Best-In-Class” 
Funktionsstoffen. 
– Die FITNESS Linie ist gemacht für den Fitness Läufer. Die Outfit 
Systeme bieten High-Tech, “Best-In-Class” Funktionsstoffe. 

GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems | FIT

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE
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WET
COLD, COOL, WARM and HOT
Systems can all be supple-
mented with a WET version for 
rain and damp conditions.

3.  THE PRODUCT FAMILY OF YOUR 
CHOICE

We have eight running families, in total. The high 
performance trail runner has the X-RUN ULTRA 
family. Whilst the devoted fitness urban runner 
chooses ESSENTIAL.

4. FOUR SEASONS, FOUR SYSTEMS 
A passionate road runner might go for MYTHOS. This 
system is available in HOT, WARM, COOL and COLD 
ranges engineered to work perfectly together in a 
specific weather condition.

MAGNITUDE
MEN PAGE 10

AIR/AIR LADY
MEN PAGE 17 | WOMEN PAGE 36

SUNLIGHT LADY
WOMEN PAGE 40

URBAN RUN

ESSENTIAL/ESSENTIAL LADY

MEN PAGE 20

MEN PAGE 22 | WOMEN PAGE 43

MEN PAGE 14 | WOMEN PAGE 34

MYTHOS/MYTHOS LADY

X-RUN ULTRA
MEN PAGE 28

X-RUNNING
MEN PAGE 31

NASS
COLD, COOL, WARM and HOT 
Systeme können jeweils mit 
einer WET Version für Regen 
und feuchte Bedingungen 
kombiniert werden.

3.  DIE PRODUKTFAMILIE DEINER WAHL
Wir bieten insgesamt acht Running Familien. 
Für den stark leistungsorientierte Läufer bieten 
wir die X-RUN ULTRA Familie an. Während der 
ambitionierte Fitness-Läufer ESSENTIAL wählt.

4. VIER JAHRESZEITEN, VIER SYSTEME
Für den begeisterten Straßen Läufer ist möglicher-
weise MYTHOS die richtige Wahl. Dieses System 
ist verfügbar in einer Auswahl für COLD, COOL, 
WARM and HOT. Jede Auswahl wurde entsprechend 
entwickelt, um in einer spezifischen Wettersituation 
optimal im System-Zusammenspiel zu funktionieren. 

Wie wähle ich mein optimales GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit System?
Die Idee hinter der GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit System Technologie basiert auf einigen sehr wichtigen Faktoren, die unmittelbar 
Auswirkung auf die Leistungsfähigkeit des Systems haben: Dem konkreten Bedarf des einzelnen Läufers oder der Läuferin und den 
Wetterbedingungen. Und der Technologie innerhalb eines spezifischen Systems, das darin optimale Funktion, Passform, Design und 
Leistung bietet.

COLD COOL WARM HOT
<6°C 6-17°C 18-26°C >26°C

<42,8°F 42,8-62,6°F 64,4-78,8°F >78,8°F

9 
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MAGNITUDE SO COMP Shirt

99007299

3599

SWMAGN S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

MAGNITUDE SO Zip-Off Shirt

990072000100

3500

SWMAGT S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

MAGNITUDE SO COMP Tights TWMAGC S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9908

MAGNITUDE AS Jacket

99000199

3599

JWMAGN S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

MAGNITUDE MEN

For the devoted, race-oriented long distance runner who runs and trains in all weather conditions. MAGNITUDE is designed and 
engineered with best-in-class high-tech fabrics. Key features: extreme lightweight, high ventilation, best movement flexibility,   
tight or slim fit and compression elements.

Für den wettbewerbsorientierten Langstreckenläufer, der in allen Wetterbedingungen läuft und trainiert. MAGNITUDE ist entwickelt 
und designed mit “Best-In-Class” High-Tech Funktionsstoffen. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Extrem leichtes Gewicht, hohe Ventilation, 
beste Bewegungsfreiheit, enge und körpernahe Passform und Kompressions-Elemente.

MAGNITUDE | Men
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MAGNITUDE 2.0 Zip Shirt

990072990199

3599

SMAGZS S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE COMP Zip Shirt

99000100

3500

SCOMAG S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE COMP Shirt long

9900

3500

SMAGNZ S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE COMP Tights TMAGNA S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9900

MAGNITUDE Tights 3/4

9900

TMAGDV S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE MEN

MAGNITUDE 2.0 AS Vest

9900

3599

VMAGNU S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell
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MAGNITUDE WS Beany

9900

HEMAGB ONE
WINDSTOPPER® Product

MAGNITUDE WS Headband

9900

AWMAGN ONE
WINDSTOPPER® Product

MAGNITUDE Headband

9900

AEMAGH ONE
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE MEN

MAGNITUDE WS Tube Beany

9900

WINDSTOPPER® Product
HEMAGT ONE

MAGNITUDE Beany

0800

9900

HEMAGY ONE
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE WS Gloves

9900

WINDSTOPPER® Product
GWMAGN 6 7 8 9 10 11
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MAGNITUDE Arm Warmers

0100

9900

APULSI S M L XL
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE Socks

0100

9900

FEMAGS 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE Compression Socks

0100

9900

FEMAGN 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

MAGNITUDE MEN



For the devoted road runner regularly participating in 10k runs or half marathons. MYTHOS is designed and engineered with high-
tech fabrics with a focus on visibility for running in poor light conditions or traffic areas. Key features: high-vis colors, slim fit, 360° 
reflective graphics. 

Für den ambitionierten Stadt-Läufer, der regelmäßig an 10-Kilometer Läufen oder Halbmarathons teilnimmt. MYTHOS ist entwickelt 
und designed aus High-Tech Funktionsstoffen mit dem Fokus auf Sichtbarkeit beim Lauf in schlechten Lichtverhältnissen oder im 
Straßenverkehr. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Sichtbarkeits-Farben, körpernahe Passform, 360° Reflex-Grafiken.

MYTHOS | Men
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MYTHOS 2.0 GT AS Jacket

99001700

9908

JGMYTM S M L XL XXL
GORE-TEX® Active

MYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Jacket

2000

9900

60001700 3500

6500

9908

JWSMYM S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

MYTHOS 2.0 WS SO ZO Light Jacket

1700 60003500 9900

9908

JWMYLM S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

MYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Light Vest

9900600035002000

0800

VWMYLM S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

MYTHOS MEN

1700

1700

1700

2000

6500

2000
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MYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Tights TWSMYM S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9908

990099609920

MYTHOS 2.0 Thermo Shirt

9900

821760993599 6500

0899

SMYTTM S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

MYTHOS 2.0 Shirt long

82176099

9908

SMYTLM S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

MYTHOS 2.0 Thermo Tights TMYTTM S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9908

99009960

MYTHOS 2.0 Tights long TMYTLM S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9908

99009920

MYTHOS Race Shorts

99003500

0800

TMYTHR S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

MYTHOS MEN

9920

6500 8217

82176099

6099

9920
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MYTHOS 2.0 WS Hat

99002099

0899

HWMYTM ONE
WINDSTOPPER® Product

MYTHOS 2.0 WS Headband

99002000

0800

HBWMYT ONE
WINDSTOPPER® Product

MYTHOS 2.0 Beany

9920

0899

HMYTBN ONE
GORE® Selected fabrics

MYTHOS Socks

0100

9900

FEMYTH 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

MYTHOS MEN

2099

2000

9920

MYTHOS 2.0 WS Gloves

99002099

0899

WINDSTOPPER® Product

2099

GWSMYM 6 7 8 9 10 11
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AIR GT AS Half-Zip Jacket

99003500

6000

JGMAIR S M L XL XXL
GORE-TEX® Active

AIR GT AS Shorts

9900

6000

TGMAIR S M L XL XXL
GORE-TEX® Active

AIR WS SO Shirt long

72910899 2691

9900

3599

6560

SWSAIR S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

AIR WS SO Pants PWMAIR S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9900

9908

For the passionate runner regularly participating in 10k runs or half marathons in most weather conditions. Enjoys both great styles 
and functionality. AIR is designed and engineered with high-tech best in class fabrics. Key features: stylish and functional design, 
contemporary colors, innovative strategic ventilation, great moisture management. 

Für den leidenschaftlichen Läufer der bei unterschiedlichen Wetterbedingungen regelmäßig an 10-Kilometer Läufen oder 
Halbmarathons teilnimmt und nach Mode und Funktion gleichermaßen sucht. AIR ist entwickelt aus High-Tech „Best-In-Class“ 
Funktionsstoffen. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Modisch-funktionelles Design, aktuelle Farben, innovative und strategisch platzierte 
Ventilationslösungen, hervorragendes Feuchtigkeitsmanagement. 

AIR | Men

AIR MEN
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AIR Zip Shirt long

9908729135992624

6560

SMZAIR S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

AIR WS Shirt long

997299359926

9960

JWTAIR S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Product

AIR Zip Shirt

99359126

6065

SSZAIR S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

AIR Shirt

35992691

9960

SMAIRS S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

AIR Shirt long

993591722624

6560

SSMAIR S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

AIR MEN

AIR WS Tights WINDSTOPPER® Product

9960

99009935

TWTAIR XS S M L XL XXL
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AIR Tights 7/8 TSMAIR S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9960

99269908 99009935

AIR 2in1 Shorts

99359908 9900

9960

TMAIRC S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

AIR GT Cap

0800

9900

GORE-TEX® Product
HGAIRC ONE

AIR Socks

0100

9900

FEAIRR 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

AIR MEN



The URBAN RUN line is about being the leader, both in performance and fashion. It is specially designed for the kings of the urban 
jungle. From life in the fast lane to chilling out on the street corner to catching admiring glances from passers-by.
We take high-tech WINDSTOPPER® materials and latest GORE® Selected fabrics and blend in a good dose of street cred. The result  
is a collection that has premium GORE RUNNING WEAR® functionality combined with a cool, loose cut, ready to run the hippest 
streets of the world’s capitals.

Die URBAN RUN Linie macht sich stark als die neue Kraft in Performance und Mode. Designed wurde sie speziell für den Dschungel 
der Großstadt. Vom Leben auf der Überholspur bis hin zum Chill-Out an der Straßenecke: Man wird immer die bewundernden Blicke 
der Passanten auf sich ziehen.
Wir nehmen Hightech WINDSTOPPER® Materialien und neueste GORE® Selected fabrics und mischen das Ganze mit einer guten 
Dosis Street Credibility. Das Ergebnis: Eine Kollektion, die höchste GORE RUNNING WEAR® Funktion mit einem coolen, lässigen 
Schnitt kombiniert. Allzeit bereit, sich auf den angesagtesten Straßen der urbanen Zentren dieser Welt zu zeigen. 

URBAN RUN | Men
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URBAN RUN SO Jacket

99003500

2800

SWURUN S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

URBAN RUN WS SO Pants PWSURB S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9900

URBAN RUN WS Insulated Vest

99009100

2800

VWIURB S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Insulated Shell

URBAN RUN Hoody

9900

2800

SURBZL S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

URBAN RUN MEN
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URBAN RUN 2.0 Shirt long

99009100

2800

SURBAL S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

URBAN RUN 2.0 Shirt

99009100

2800

SURBAS S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

URBAN RUN 2in1 Shorts 8”

99003500

2800

TURUNS S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

URBAN RUN WS Beany

9900

HWSURB ONE
WINDSTOPPER® Product

URBAN RUN WS Gloves

9900

WINDSTOPPER® Product
GWSURB 6 7 8 9 10 11

URBAN RUN MEN
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ESSENTIAL GT AS Jacket

2000 3500 99000800

9900

JGMESS S M L XL XXL
GORE-TEX® Active

ESSENTIAL SO Pants TWESSO S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9900

Essential running apparel for the fitness and recreational weekend runner (-1h) also running together with friends. ESSENTIAL offers a 
broad selection of running pieces. Designed and engineered with high-tech fabrics for diverse weather conditions. Key features: high 
quality garments, timeless design, good weight ratio, multi-functional essential pieces for running and loose comfortable fit.

Essentielle Lauf-Ausstattung für den Fitness- und Wochenend-Läufer (-1h), der gerne auch mit Freunden läuft. ESSENTIAL bietet 
eine breite Auswahl an unverzichtbaren laufspezifischen Produkten. Entwickelt und designed aus High-Tech Funktionsstoffen für 
unterschiedliche Wetterbedingungen. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Hochwertige Lauf-Bekleidung, zeitloses Design, vergleichsweise 
leichtes Gewicht, multifunktionelle und für das Laufen in unterschiedlichen Wetterbedingungen unverzichtbare Produkte, lockere  
und komfortable Passform.

ESSENTIAL | Men

ESSENTIAL MEN

ESSENTIAL AS Partial Jacket

9900

8200350026000899

6000

JWESNP S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

35002600 8200

ESSENTIAL SO Hoody

1799 9908 99913591

6017

SWESSH S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

1799 3591 9991

6017
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ESSENTIAL AS Pants TWESSM S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

9900

ESSENTIAL Zip Shirt long

99081782

6065

SSMESS S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL MEN

ESSENTIAL AS Zip-Off Jacket

9900820035000800

6000

JWESSO S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

8200

ESSENTIAL AS Vest

99000800

6000

VWESSE S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

6000

ESSENTIAL Hoody

990882172624

6065

SHESSE S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

82172624

6065

ESSENTIAL Shirt long

1782

9980

3599 99088217

6065

SESSET S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

82172624

6065
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ESSENTIAL Thermo Tights TESSEZ S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9900

ESSENTIAL Loose Tights TESSLO S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9900

ESSENTIAL Tights TSMESS S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9960

990099269908

ESSENTIAL Tights short

9900

TESSTS S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL MEN

ESSENTIAL Shirt

99001700

6000

SESSEH S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected farbrics

1700

ESSENTIAL Tights 3/4

990099829908

9960

TESSNT S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9982
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ESSENTIAL 2.0 Baggy Shorts

9900

TESSBM S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

SHIELD 2.0 GT AS Hood

9900

HGSHIE ONE
GORE-TEX® Product

ESSENTIAL AS Cap

9900

HEWESS ONE
WINDSTOPPER® Product

ESSENTIAL SO Gloves

0800

9900

GWESSE 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
WINDSTOPPER® Product

ESSENTIAL Beany

9900

HESSET ONE
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL Light Beany

0800

9900

HESSNL ONE
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL MEN
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RUNNING Cap

0100

9900

HCAPPS ONE
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL Headband

9900

AESSET ONE
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL Thermo Socks

9900

FEESSW 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL MEN

ESSENTIAL Gloves

9900

GORE® Selected fabrics
GESSEV 6 7 8 9 10 11

ESSENTIAL Light Gloves

0800

9900

GORE® Selected fabrics
GESSLM 6 7 8 9 10 11

ESSENTIAL Cool Gloves

9900

GORE® Selected fabrics
GESSCO 6 7 8 9 10 11
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ESSENTIAL Socks

0100

9900

FEESSE 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL MEN
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X-RUN ULTRA SO Light Jacket

99006000

3500

JWSTRA S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

X-RUN ULTRA Shirt long

99016001

0135

SLTRAI S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUN ULTRA SO Light Tights 3/4 TWSTRA S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9935

99009960

X-RUN ULTRA AS Light Vest

99006099

3599

VWTRAI S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

For the hardcore race driven, long distance endurance trail runner (2h+). X-RUN ULTRA is the ultimate Outfit System charged with the 
latest performance enhancing innovations and features. Key features: tight fit for faster and easier movement, neon details for better 
visibility, asymmetric design with no overlapping zippers and optimal ventilation.

Für den wettkampforientierten Langstrecken- und Ausdauer-Trailläufer (2h+). X-RUN ULTRA ist ein ultimatives Lauf-System mit 
einer Vielzahl an Ausstattungsmerkmalen und Innovationen zur Leistungssteigerung. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Enge Passform 
für uneingeschränkte und schnelle Bewegungsabläufe, Neon Details für verbesserte Sichtbarkeit, asymmetrisches Design um 
überlappende Reißverschlüsse zu vermeiden, optimale Ventilation.

X-RUN ULTRA | Men

X-RUN ULTRA MEN
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X-RUN ULTRA Sun Sleeves

01990135

3501

AXRUNS S M L XL
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUN ULTRA Shirt

01990160

3501

SMXRUN S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUN ULTRA Socks

9974

9991

FEWTRA 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUN ULTRA Calf Sleeves

9900

AEXRUN S M L
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUN ULTRA Shorts

99006099

3599

TMXRUN S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUN ULTRA MEN

X-RUN ULTRA SO Light Gloves

9908

3599

WINDSTOPPER® Product
GWLTRA 6 7 8 9 10 11
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X-RUN ULTRA Socks short

9974

9991

FEXRUU 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUN ULTRA MEN
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X-RUNNING 2.0 GT AS Jacket

990060003500

1700

JGMXRU S M L XL XXL
GORE-TEX® Active

X-RUNNING AS Jacket

60003500

2099

JWXRUM S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

X-RUNNING SO Pants TSOXRF S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9900

X-RUNNING Light AS Jacket

99806099

2017

JWLXRU S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

For the serious, long distance and endurance trail runner running frequently in changing weather conditions. X-RUNNING is designed 
and engineered with high-quality fabrics to enhance the runners performance. Key features: slim fit, lightweight, no seams in key 
areas, stretch panels and compression technology.

Für den ernsthaften Langstrecken- und Ausdauer-Trailläufer der häufig in wechselnden Wetterbedingungen trainiert.  
X-RUNNING ist entwickelt und designed aus hochwertigsten Funktionsstoffen, die helfen können die Leistung des Läufers zu 
steigern. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Körpernahe Passform, leichtes Gewicht, keine Nähte an Schlüsselpositionen, Stretch-Einsätze 
und Kompressions-Technologie.

X-RUNNING | Men

X-RUNNING MEN

6000

2099

2017
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X-RUNNING Zip Shirt long

998060993599

1720

SXRUNM S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUNNING 2.0 Zip Shirt

609935990199

1799

SXRUNI S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUNNING Tights TXRUNU S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

9900

X-RUNNING 2.0 Shorts

99609935

9900

TXRUTW S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUNNING SO Arm Warmers

9908

9900

AWXRUN S M L XL
WINDSTOPPER® Product

X-RUNNING Shoe Gaiter

0899

9900

WINDSTOPPER® Product
FXRGAO ONE

X-RUNNING MEN

1720

1799

6099
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X-RUNNING Socks

9900

FEXRUN 35-37 38-40 41-43 44-46
GORE® Selected fabrics

X-RUNNING MEN
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MYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Tights WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9908

990091439913

TWSMYL 34 36 38 40 42 44

MYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Light Vest

9900

9100510043002000

9908

WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell
VWMYLL 34 36 38 40 42 44

MYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Jacket

990086008200

5100430013000100

9908

WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell
JWSMYL 34 36 38 40 42 44

MYTHOS LADY 2.0 GT AS Jacket

60004300

9908

GORE-TEX® Active
JGAMYL 34 36 38 40 42 44

For the ambitious road runner regularly participating in 10k runs or half marathons. MYTHOS LADY is designed and
engineered with high-tech fabrics with a focus on visibility for running in poor light conditions or traffic areas. Key features:
high-vis colors, slim fit, 360° reflective graphics.

Für die ambitionierte Stadt-Läuferin, die regelmäßig an 10-Kilometer Läufen oder Halbmarathons teilnimmt. MYTHOS LADY
ist entwickelt und designed aus High-Tech Funktionsstoffen mit dem Fokus auf Sichtbarkeit beim Lauf in schlechten
Lichtverhältnissen oder im Straßenverkehr. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Sichtbarkeits-Farben, körpernahe Passform, 360°
Reflex-Grafiken.

MYTHOS LADY | Women

MYTHOS LADY WOMEN

4300

4300

5100

8200

5100

9100

6000

1300

4300

9143

2000

9913

8600
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MYTHOS LADY 2.0 Thermo Shirt long

9900

6500170013000100

9908

GORE® Selected fabrics
SMYTTL 34 36 38 40 42 44

MYTHOS LADY 2.0 Thermo Tights GORE® Selected fabrics

9908

99009943

TMYTTL 34 36 38 40 42 44

MYTHOS LADY WS Beany

99004391

0899

WINDSTOPPER® Product
HWSMYL ONE

MYTHOS LADY WS Gloves

99004391

0899

WINDSTOPPER® Product
GWSMYL 5 6 7 8

MYTHOS LADY WOMEN

1700

9900

650013000100

9943

4391

4391
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AIR LADY GT AS Jacket

32002400

1300

GORE-TEX® Active
JGAIRL 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY WS AS Vest

23000100

9900

WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell
VWLAIR 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY WS SO Shirt long

9900820026000600

1300

WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell
SWLAIR 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY WS AS Jacket

990026320100

1399

WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell
JWLAIR 34 36 38 40 42 44

For the devoted female road runner who runs regularly and still wants to look fashionable. May participate in running events – 10k 
runs or half marathons. AIR LADY is specifically designed and engineered with best-in-class fabrics with feminine cut lines. Key 
features: modern trend oriented styles, signature details, functional features, soft fabrics, slim cut.

Für die ambitionierte Stadt-Läuferin die regelmäßig läuft und dabei gerne modisch aussehen möchte. Nimmt gelegentlich 
an 10-Kilometer Läufen oder an Halbmarathons teil. AIR LADY ist entwickelt aus „Best-In-Class“ Funktionsstoffen und 
bietet eine besonders weibliche Schnittführung. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Moderne und trendorientierte Styles, Details mit 
Wiedererkennungswert, funktionelle Ausstattung, weiche Funktionsstoffe, körpernahe Passform. 

AIR LADY | Women

AIR LADY WOMEN

2400

2600

2632

2300

8200

0100

0100

1399
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AIR LADY WS AS Pants WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

9989

3216

PWAIRL 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY Zip Shirt long

820024260623

1300

GORE® Selected fabrics
SLAIRZ 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY Shirt long

990024002300

1382

GORE® Selected fabrics
SAIRLL 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY Shirt

26000600

1300

GORE® Selected fabrics
SAIRLD 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY Hooded Shirt long

23000100

8200

GORE® Selected fabrics
SHLAIR 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY Thermo Shirt long

820024000600

1300

GORE® Selected fabrics
STLAIR 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY WOMEN

82002426

2400

2600

1300

1382
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AIR LADY Tights 3/4 GORE® Selected fabrics

8232

99893216

TLAIRD 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY Skirt

99003200

1300

GORE® Selected fabrics
TAIRSK 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY Tights GORE® Selected fabrics

9989

3216

TLAIRZ 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY Thermo Tights GORE® Selected fabrics

8200

99003200

TTLAIR 34 36 38 40 42 44

AIR LADY WS Headband

3200

1300

WINDSTOPPER® Product
HWHAIR ONE

AIR LADY WOMEN

8232

AIR LADY Tank Top

24260623

8213

GORE® Selected fabrics
ITAIRD 34 36 38 40 42 44

8213

2426
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AIR LADY Socks

0100

9900

GORE® Selected fabrics
FEAIRL 34-36 37-39 40-42

AIR LADY WS Gloves

9900

9913

WINDSTOPPER® Product
GWLAIR 5 6 7 8

AIR LADY WOMEN
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SUNLIGHT 3.0 GT AS LADY Jacket

99132817

8217

GORE-TEX® Active
JGSUNW 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT SO LADY Jacket

2028

2882

WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell
JWSSUN 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT LADY WS SO Hoody

28202028

8228

WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell
SWSULH 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT LADY WS SO Slim Pants WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

8228

9920

PWSUNL 34 36 38 40 42 44

For the female fashion savvy fitness and recreational weekend runner (-1h). Occasionally she likes to run together with friends. 
SUNLIGHT LADY is designed and engineered for this road runner with high-tech best in class fabrics. Key features: versatile multi-
functional pieces for diverse weather conditions, loose comfortable fit, contemporary stylish and sporty design with matching outfits.

Für die besonders modebewusste und styleorientierte Fitness und Wochenend-Läuferin (-1h), die gerne zusammen mit Freundinnen 
läuft. SUNLIGHT LADY ist entwickelt aus “Best-In-Class” Funktionsstoffen und designed für die Stadt-Läuferin. Wichtigste 
Eigenschaften: Vielseitige Multi-Funktions-Bekleidung für unterschiedliche Wetterbedingungen, lockere und komfortable Passform, 
aktuelles und modisch-sportliches Design mit aufeinander abgestimmten Outfits.

SUNLIGHT LADY | Women

SUNLIGHT LADY WOMEN

8217

2882

8228

8228

2817

2028

2028

9920

2820
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SUNLIGHT LADY WS Insulated Vest

2817

8217

WINDSTOPPER® Insulated Shell
VWISUL 34 36 38 40 42

SUNLIGHT 3.0 AS LADY Vest

2028

2882

WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell
VSUNLL 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT LADY Thermo Shirt long

28171728

8217

GORE® Selected fabrics
SSUNTL 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT 4.0 LADY Shirt

28201728

8228

GORE® Selected fabrics
SLSUNC 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT LADY Slim Pants GORE® Selected fabrics

8228

99879920

TSUNLE 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT LADY Pants 3/4 GORE® Selected fabrics

8228

9920

TSUNPQ 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT LADY WOMEN

2882

8217

8217

8228

8228

8228

2028

2817

1728

1728

9920

9920

2817

2820
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SUNLIGHT 3.0 LADY Tights 3/4 GORE® Selected fabrics

8228

9920

TSUNSW 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT LADY Skirt

9928

8217

GORE® Selected fabrics
TSUNSL 34 36 38 40 42 44

SUNLIGHT LADY Socks

9900

GORE® Selected fabrics
FESUNL 34-36 37-39 40-42

SUNLIGHT LADY WOMEN

8228

8217

9920

9928
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ESSENTIAL GT AS LADY Jacket

99001300

6500

GORE-TEX® Active
JGESLA 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL 2.0 AS ZO LADY Jacket

990013000600

6500

WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell
JWESZL 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL SO LADY Pants WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell

9900

TWESSW 34 36 38 40 42 44

Essential running apparel for the fitness and recreational weekend runner (-1h) also running together with friends. ESSENTIAL 
LADY offers a broad selection of running pieces. Designed and engineered with high-tech fabrics for diverse weather conditions. 
Key features: high quality garments, timeless design, good weight ratio, multi-functional essential pieces for running and loose 
comfortable fit.

Essentielle Lauf-Ausstattung für die Fitness- und Wochenend-Läuferin (-1h), die gerne auch mit Freunden läuft. ESSENTIAL LADY 
bietet eine breite Auswahl an unverzichtbaren laufspezifischen Produkten. Entwickelt und designed aus High-Tech Funktionsstoffen 
für unterschiedliche Wetterbedingungen. Wichtigste Eigenschaften: Hochwertige Lauf-Bekleidung, zeitloses Design, vergleichsweise 
leichtes Gewicht, multifunktionelle und für das Laufen in unterschiedlichen Wetterbedingungen unverzichtbare Produkte, lockere und 
komfortable Passform.

ESSENTIAL LADY | Women

ESSENTIAL LADY WOMEN

6500

6500

ESSENTIAL SO LADY Jacket

99081782

5165

WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell
JWESSW 34 36 38 40 42 44

5165

1782
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ESSENTIAL AS LADY Pants WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell

9900

TWESST 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL LADY Hoody

9943

8643230620171343

6051

GORE® Selected fabrics
SESSLH 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL Thermo LADY Shirt

9943864317200151

5165

GORE® Selected fabrics
SESSTT 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL LADY Pants GORE® Selected fabrics

9900

TESSLA 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL LADY WOMEN

6051

5165

13431343

9943

0151

ESSENTIAL 2.0 LADY Shirt long

9913990899068217

6551

GORE® Selected fabrics
SESSTL 34 36 38 40 42 44

6551

8217

2306

8643

8643

9943

ESSENTIAL AS Partial LADY Jacket

9900431320170899

5165

WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell
JWESNW 34 36 38 40 42 44

5165

0899 43132017

2017

1720
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ESSENTIAL Thermo LADY Tights GORE® Selected fabrics

9951

9900994399179906

TESSTT 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL 2.0 LADY Tights GORE® Selected fabrics

9951

9900994399179906

TESSLG 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL LADY WOMEN

ESSENTIAL LADY Tights short GORE® Selected fabrics

9900

TESSTL 34 36 38 40 42 44

9906

9906

9917

9917

9943

9943

9951

9951

ESSENTIAL LADY Tights 3/4 GORE® Selected fabrics

9951

990099139908

TESSLS 34 36 38 40 42 44

9951
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ESSENTIAL BL WS Turtleneck

9900

UEWTNR S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Product

ESSENTIAL BL WS Thermo Shirt long

9900

9201

UEWSLO S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Product

ESSENTIAL BL WS Shirt long

9201

9900

UWELSM S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Product

ESSENTIAL BL WS Shirt

9900

9201

UWESHM S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Product

ESSENTIAL BASE LAYER | Men/Women

BASE LAYER products are the first layer of the GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems. The selection of Polypropylene and  
WINDSTOPPER® fabrics provide you with outstanding performance and comfort all year round. The products are divided into  
three categories that reflect outside conditions.

BASE LAYER Produkte sind die erste Schicht des GORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems. Die Kombination aus  Polypropylen-  
und WINDSTOPPER® Funktionsstoffen bietet außergewöhnlichen Tragekomfort für das ganze Jahr. Diese  Produkte sind unterteilt  
in drei Kategorien, die jeweils die äußeren Bedingungen widerspiegeln.

BASE LAYER MEN/WOMEN

COLD COOL ALL YEAR

For cold, windy days, the brushed
fabric insulation and windproof front 
areas provides you with extra warmth 
and comfort.

Für kalte, windige Tage. Angerautes
Polypropylen und Windschutz im Front - 
bereich sorgen für extra Wärme und 
Komfort.

For cool, windy days, the light-
weight fabric with windproof front
areas keeps you warm and dry.

Für kühle, windige Tage. Leichtes
Polypropylen   mit Windschutz im  
Frontbereich hält warm und  trocken.

f
For all year round, the lightweight

fabric keeps you dry and comfortable.

Universell für jeden Tag im Jahr.
Leichtes Polypropylen hält trocken und
sorgt für hohen Tragekomfort.

COLD

COLD

COOL 

COOL 
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ESSENTIAL BL WS Boxer

9296

9900

UWESSB S M L XL XXL
WINDSTOPPER® Product

ESSENTIAL BL Turtleneck

9900

0100

UETNSM S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL BL Thermo Shirt long

0100

9900

UETSLM S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL BL Shirt long

9900

0100

UESLME S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL BL Shirt

0100

9900

UESSSH S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL BL Boxer

9900

0100

UESSBO S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

BASE LAYER MEN/WOMEN

COOL 

COLD

COLD

ALL YEAR

ALL YEAR

ALL YEAR
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ESSENTIAL BL Briefs

0100

9900

UESSSL S M L XL XXL
GORE® Selected fabrics

ESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Turtleneck

9900

9201

WINDSTOPPER® Product
UEWTNP 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Thermo Shirt long

9201

9900

WINDSTOPPER® Product
UWSTLL 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Shirt long

9900

9201

WINDSTOPPER® Product
UEWSLL 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Shirt

9201

9900

WINDSTOPPER® Product
UWESHW 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL BL LADY Turtleneck

9900

0100

GORE® Selected fabrics
UEWTNL 34 36 38 40 42 44

BASE LAYER MEN/WOMEN

ALL YEAR

COLD

COLD

COLD

COLD

COOL 
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ESSENTIAL BL LADY Thermo Shirt lg

0100

9900

GORE® Selected fabrics
UETLSL 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL BL LADY Shirt long

9900

0100

GORE® Selected fabrics
UESLLD 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL BL LADY Shirt

0100

9900

GORE® Selected fabrics
UESLSH 34 36 38 40 42 44

ESSENTIAL BL LADY Briefs

9900

0100

GORE® Selected fabrics
UESLSL 34 36 38 40 42 44

BASE LAYER MEN/WOMEN

ALL YEAR

ALL YEAR

ALL YEAR

COLD



 

Women’s sizes/cuts
Damen: Größen/Passform 34

(XS)
36
(S)

38
(M)

40
(L)

42
(XL)

44
(XXL)

77–80

30.25–31.5

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

inches

inches

inches

inches

inches

71

28

61–64

24–25.25

86–89

34–35

80

31.5

81–84

32–33

72

28.5

65–68

25.5–26.75

90–93

36.5–36.75

80

31.5

85–88

33.5–34.75

73

28.75

69–72

27–28.25

94–97

37–38

80

31.5

89–92

35–36.25

74

29

73–76

28.75–30

98–101

38.5–39.75

80

31.5

93–96 97–100

36.5–37.75 38–39

75 76

29.5 30

77–80 81–84

30.25–31.5 32–33

102–105 106–109

40–41.25 41.75–43

80 80

31.5 31.5

CHEST

ARM 
LENGTH

WAIST

HIP

INSEAM

Women’s Socks sizes Calf Sleeves sizes
Damen Socken Größen Beinlinge Größen

How to know what size to get: How to know what size to get:

Women’s Gloves sizes
Damen Handschuh Größen

How to know what size to get:

XXS

15,8–17,0

6.2–6.7

XS

54 6 7 8

17,0–18,2

6.7–7.2

S

18,2–19,4

7.2–7.6

M

19,4–20,6

7.6–8.1

L

20,6–21,8

8.1–8.6

cm

inches

size

S

3.0–4.5

34–36

M

37–3934–36 40–42

5.0–6.5

37–39

L

7.5–9.0

40–42

US

ASIA

EU

Cut and fit for performance in action
Our Outfit System approach also emerges from the way our garments are 
cut and fit. The design and engineering always takes a runners anatomy 
and needs into consideration. Perfect fit for bodies in movement.

FIT

PASSFORM

TIGHTSLIMCOMFORT

GORE RUNNING WEAR™ Systems|FITGORE RUNNING WEAR® Outfit Systems | FIT

S

33–37

13–14.5

M

76 8

38–42

15–16.5

L

43–47

17–18.5

cm

inches

size

50 



 

How to know what size to get:

CHEST

ARM 
LENGTH

WAIST

HIP

S

83–88

32.75–34.75

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

inches

inches

inches

inches

inches

76,5–78

29.75–30.75

73–78

28.75–30.75

85–90

33.5–35.5

78–79

30.75–31.25INSEAM

M

89–94

35–37

79–80,5

31–31.75

79–84

31–33

91–96

35.75–37.75

80–81

31.5–32

L

95–100

37.5–39.5

81,5–83

32–32.75

85–90

33.5–35.5

97–102

38–40

82–83

32.5–32.75

XL

101–106

39.75–41.75

84–85,5

33–33.75

91–96

35.75–37.75

103–108

40.5–42.5

84–85

33–33.5

XXL

107–112

42–44

86,5–88

34–34.75

97–102

38–40

109–114

43–45

86–87

34–34.25

Men’s sizes/cuts
Herren: Größen/Passform

Men’s Gloves sizes
Herren Handschuh Größen

S

19,8–21,0

7.8–8.3

M

76 8 9 10 11

21,0–22,2

8.3–8.7

L

22,2–23,4

8.7–9.2

XL

23,4–24,6

9.2–9.7

XXL XXXL

24,6–25,8 25,8–27,0

9.7–10.2 10.2–10.6

cm

inches

size

How to know what size to get:

Men’s Socks sizes
Herren Socken Größen

S

3.5–5.0

35–37

M

38–4035–37 41–43 44–46

6.0–7.5

38–40

L

8.0–9.5

41–43

XL

10.5–12.0

44–46

US

ASIA

EU

Schnitt und Passform für beste Leistung in Bewegung
Unser Outfit System-Ansatz zeigt sich aber auch in Schnitt und Passform unserer 
Bekleidung. Das Design und die Entwicklung berücksichtigt immer die Anatomie
und die Bedürfnisse des Läufers. Optimale Passform für einen Körper in Bewegung.

COMFORT SLIM TIGHTFIT

PASSFORM
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URBAN RUNAIRMAGNITUDE MYTHOS

MEN

Fall/Winter 2015-2016

All products with the high-tech 
function of GORE-TEX® fabrics are 
durable waterproof, windproof and 
breathable, keeping you dry and 
comfortable – guaranteed. 

Alle Produkte mit der High-Tech-Funk-
tionalität von GORE-TEX® fabrics sind  
dauerhaft wasserdicht, winddicht und 
atmungsaktiv. Sie halten Sie trocken 
und warm, das garantieren wir. 

All products with the high-tech 
function of WINDSTOPPER® fabrics  
are totally windproof, very breathable 
and water-resistant. They offer reliable 
protection from the windchill effect. 

Alle Produkte mit der High-Tech-Funk- 
tionalität von WINDSTOPPER® fabrics  
sind absolut winddicht, sehr atmungs-
aktiv und wasserabweisend. Sie bieten  
einen sicheren Schutz vor dem 
Windchill-Effekt.

All products with the high-tech function 
of GORE® Selected fabrics guarantee  
the maximum quality that results in 
a significant improvement of your 
performance and maximum comfort. 

Alle Produkte mit der High-Tech-
Funktionalität von GORE® Selected  
fabrics gewährleisten die bestmögliche 
Qualität und damit Effekte die Ihren 
Komfort und Ihre Leistungsfähigkeit 
erheblich steigern. 

ROAD RUNNER

Performance Road Ambitious Road Fitness Road

SWMAGNMAGNITUDE SO COMP Shirt

10

TWMAGCMAGNITUDE SO COMP Tights

10

SWMAGTMAGNITUDE SO Zip-Off Shirt

10

TMAGDVMAGNITUDE Tights 3/4

11

JGMYTMMYTHOS 2.0 GT AS Jacket

14

SCOMAGMAGNITUDE COMP Zip Shirt

11

TMAGNAMAGNITUDE COMP Tights

11

SMAGNZMAGNITUDE COMP Shirt long

11

JWMAGNMAGNITUDE AS Jacket

10

SMAGZSMAGNITUDE 2.0 Zip Shirt

11

VMAGNUMAGNITUDE 2.0 AS Vest

11

SMYTLMMYTHOS 2.0 Shirt long

15

SMYTTMMYTHOS 2.0 Thermo Shirt

15

TMYTTMMYTHOS 2.0 Thermo Tights

15

TMYTLMMYTHOS 2.0 Tights long

15

JWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Jacket

14

VWMYLMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Light Vest

14

TWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Tights

15

JWMYLMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO ZO Light Jacket

14

TMYTHRMYTHOS Race Shorts

15

TMAIRCAIR 2in1 Shorts

19

JGMAIRAIR GT AS Half-Zip Jacket

17

TGMAIRAIR GT AS Shorts

17

SMAIRSAIR Shirt

18

SSMAIRAIR Shirt long

18

TSMAIRAIR Tights 7/8

19

JWTAIRAIR WS Shirt long

18

PWMAIRAIR WS SO Pants

17

SWSAIRAIR WS SO Shirt long

17

TWTAIRAIR WS Tights

18

SSZAIRAIR Zip Shirt

18

SMZAIRAIR Zip Shirt long

18

SURBASURBAN RUN 2.0 Shirt

21

SURBALURBAN RUN 2.0 Shirt long

21

TURUNSURBAN RUN 2in1 Shorts 8”

21

SURBZLURBAN RUN Hoody

20

SWURUNURBAN RUN SO Jacket

20

VWIURBURBAN RUN WS Insulated Vest

20

PWSURBURBAN RUN WS SO Pants

20
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ESSENTIAL X-RUNNINGX-RUN ULTRA ESSENTIAL BASE LAYER

ROAD RUNNER TRAIL RUNNER

Ambitious TrailPerformance TrailFitness Road

JGMESSESSENTIAL GT AS Jacket

22

SHESSEESSENTIAL Hoody

23

TESSLOESSENTIAL Loose Tights

24

SESSEHESSENTIAL Shirt

24

SESSETESSENTIAL Shirt long

23

SWESSHESSENTIAL SO Hoody

22

TWESSOESSENTIAL SO Pants

22

TESSEZESSENTIAL Thermo Tights

24

TSMESSESSENTIAL Tights

24

TESSTSESSENTIAL Tights short

24

SSMESSESSENTIAL Zip Shirt long

23

JWESSOESSENTIAL AS Zip-Off Jacket

23

VWESSEESSENTIAL AS Vest

23

JWESNPESSENTIAL AS Partial Jacket

22

TWESSMESSENTIAL AS Pants

23

TESSBMESSENTIAL 2.0 Baggy Shorts

25

JWSTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Jacket

28

TWSTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Tights 3/4

28

TMXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Shorts

29

SLTRAIX-RUN ULTRA Shirt long

28

SMXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Shirt

29

VWTRAIX-RUN ULTRA AS Light Vest

28

JGMXRUX-RUNNING 2.0 GT AS Jacket

31

TXRUTWX-RUNNING 2.0 Shorts

32

SXRUNIX-RUNNING 2.0 Zip Shirt

32

JWXRUMX-RUNNING AS Jacket

31

JWLXRUX-RUNNING Light AS Jacket

31

TSOXRFX-RUNNING SO Pants

31

TXRUNUX-RUNNING Tights

32

SXRUNMX-RUNNING Zip Shirt long

32

UESSBOESSENTIAL BL Boxer

47

UESSSLESSENTIAL BL Briefs

48

UESSSHESSENTIAL BL Shirt

47

UESLMEESSENTIAL BL Shirt long

47

UETSLMESSENTIAL BL Thermo Shirt long

47

UETNSMESSENTIAL BL Turtleneck

47

UWESSBESSENTIAL BL WS Boxer

47

UWESHMESSENTIAL BL WS Shirt

46

UWELSMESSENTIAL BL WS Shirt long

46

UEWSLOESSENTIAL BL WS Thermo Shirt lg

46

UEWTNRESSENTIAL BL WS Turtleneck

46

TESSNTESSENTIAL Tights 3/4

24
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SUNLIGHT LADY

WOMEN

Fall/Winter 2015-2016

All products with the high-tech 
function of GORE-TEX® fabrics are 
durable waterproof, windproof and 
breathable, keeping you dry and 
comfortable – guaranteed. 

Alle Produkte mit der High-Tech-Funk-
tionalität von GORE-TEX® fabrics sind  
dauerhaft wasserdicht, winddicht und 
atmungsaktiv. Sie halten Sie trocken 
und warm, das garantieren wir. 

All products with the high-tech 
function of WINDSTOPPER® fabrics  
are totally windproof, very breathable 
and water-resistant. They offer reliable 
protection from the windchill effect. 

Alle Produkte mit der High-Tech-Funk- 
tionalität von WINDSTOPPER® fabrics  
sind absolut winddicht, sehr atmungs-
aktiv und wasserabweisend. Sie bieten  
einen sicheren Schutz vor dem 
Windchill-Effekt.

All products with the high-tech function 
of GORE® Selected fabrics guarantee  
the maximum quality that results in 
a significant improvement of your 
performance and maximum comfort. 

Alle Produkte mit der High-Tech-
Funktionalität von GORE® Selected  
fabrics gewährleisten die bestmögliche 
Qualität und damit Effekte die Ihren 
Komfort und Ihre Leistungsfähigkeit 
erheblich steigern. 

AIR LADYMYTHOS LADY

ROAD RUNNER

Ambitious Road Fitness Road

JGAMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 GT AS Jacket

34

SMYTTLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 Thermo Shirt lg

35

TMYTTLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 Thermo Tights

35

VWMYLLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Light Vest

34

TWSMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Tights

34

JGAIRLAIR LADY GT AS Jacket

36

SHLAIRAIR LADY Hooded Shirt long

37

SAIRLDAIR LADY Shirt

37

SAIRLLAIR LADY Shirt long

37

TAIRSKAIR LADY Skirt

38

ITAIRDAIR LADY Tank Top

38

STLAIRAIR LADY Thermo Shirt long

37

TTLAIRAIR LADY Thermo Tights

38

TLAIRZAIR LADY Tights

38

TLAIRDAIR LADY Tights 3/4

38

JWLAIRAIR LADY WS AS Jacket

36

PWAIRLAIR LADY WS AS Pants

37

VWLAIRAIR LADY WS AS Vest

36

SWLAIRAIR LADY WS SO Shirt long

36

SLAIRZAIR LADY Zip Shirt long

37

JGSUNWSUNLIGHT 3.0 GT AS LADY Jacket

40

VSUNLLSUNLIGHT 3.0 AS LADY Vest

41

TSUNSWSUNLIGHT 3.0 LADY Tights 3/4

42

SLSUNCSUNLIGHT 4.0 LADY Shirt

41

TSUNPQSUNLIGHT LADY Pants 3/4

41

TSUNSLSUNLIGHT LADY Skirt

42

TSUNLESUNLIGHT LADY Slim Pants

41

SSUNTLSUNLIGHT LADY Thermo Shirt lg

41

VWISULSUNLIGHT LADY WS Insulated Vest

41

SWSULHSUNLIGHT LADY WS SO Hoody

40

PWSUNLSUNLIGHT LADY WS SO Slim Pants

40

JWSSUNSUNLIGHT SO LADY Jacket

40

JWSMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Jacket

34
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ESSENTIAL LADY ESSENTIAL BASE LAYER LADY

ROAD RUNNER

Fitness Road

JGESLAESSENTIAL GT AS LADY Jacket

43

SESSLHESSENTIAL LADY Hoody

44

TESSLAESSENTIAL LADY Pants

44

TESSLSESSENTIAL LADY Tights 3/4

45

TESSTLESSENTIAL LADY Tights short

45

JWESSWESSENTIAL SO LADY Jacket

43

TWESSWESSENTIAL SO LADY Pants

43

SESSTTESSENTIAL Thermo LADY Shirt

44

TESSTTESSENTIAL Thermo LADY Tights

45

JWESNWESSENTIAL AS Partial LADY Jacket

44

TWESSTESSENTIAL AS LADY Pants

44

TESSLGESSENTIAL 2.0 LADY Tights

45

SESSTLESSENTIAL 2.0 LADY Shirt long

44

JWESZLESSENTIAL 2.0 AS ZO LADY Jacket

43

UESLSLESSENTIAL BL LADY Briefs

49

UESLSHESSENTIAL BL LADY Shirt

49

UESLLDESSENTIAL BL LADY Shirt long

49

UETLSLESSENTIAL BL LADY Thermo Shirt lg

49

UEWTNLESSENTIAL BL LADY Turtleneck

48

UWESHWESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Shirt

48

UEWSLLESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Shirt lg

48

UWSTLLESSENTIAL BL WS Thermo Shirt lg

48

UEWTNPESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Turtleneck

48
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Accessories

Fall/Winter 2015/2016

All products with the high-tech 
function of GORE-TEX® fabrics are 
durable waterproof, windproof and 
breathable, keeping you dry and 
comfortable – guaranteed. 

All products with the high-tech 
function of WINDSTOPPER® fabrics  
are totally windproof, very breathable 
and water-resistant. They offer reliable 
protection from the windchill effect. 

Alle Produkte mit der High-Tech-Funk- 
tionalität von WINDSTOPPER® fabrics  
sind absolut winddicht, sehr atmungs-
aktiv und wasserabweisend. Sie bieten  
einen sicheren Schutz vor dem 
Windchill-Effekt.

All products with the high-tech function  
of GORE® Selected fabrics guarantee 
the maximum quality that results in 
a significant improvement of your 
performance and maximum comfort. 

Alle Produkte mit der High-Tech-
Funktionalität von GORE® Selected 
fabrics gewährleisten die bestmögliche 
Qualität und damit Effekte die Ihren 
Komfort und Ihre Leistungsfähigkeit 
erheblich steigern. 

MAGNITUDE MYTHOS AIR / AIR LADYMYTHOS LADY

ROAD RUNNER

Performance Road Ambitious Road

HEMAGBMAGNITUDE WS Beany

12

GWMAGNMAGNITUDE WS Gloves

12

AWMAGNMAGNITUDE WS Headband

12

HEMAGTMAGNITUDE WS Tube Beany

12

AEMAGHMAGNITUDE Headband

12

FEMAGNMAGNITUDE Compression Socks

13

HEMAGYMAGNITUDE Beany

12

APULSIMAGNITUDE Arm Warmers

13

FEMAGSMAGNITUDE Socks

13

HWMYTMMYTHOS 2.0 WS Hat

16

GWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS Gloves

16

HMYTBNMYTHOS 2.0 Beany

16

HBWMYTMYTHOS 2.0 WS Headband

16

FEMYTHMYTHOS Socks

16

GWSMYLMYTHOS LADY WS Gloves

35

HWSMYLMYTHOS LADY WS Beany

35

HGAIRCAIR GT Cap

19

FEAIRLAIR LADY Socks

39

GWLAIRAIR LADY WS Gloves

39

HWHAIRAIR LADY WS Headband

38

FEAIRRAIR Socks

19
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X-RUN ULTRA X-RUNNINGURBAN RUN ESSENTIAL SUNLIGHT LADY

TRAIL RUNNERROAD RUNNER

Ambitious TrailPerformance TrailFitness Road

HWSURBURBAN RUN WS Beany

21

GWSURBURBAN RUN WS Gloves

21

HGSHIESHIELD 2.0 GT AS Hood

25

HEWESSESSENTIAL AS Cap

25

HESSETESSENTIAL Beany

25

GESSCOESSENTIAL Cool Gloves

26

GESSEVESSENTIAL Gloves

26

AESSETESSENTIAL Headband

26

HESSNLESSENTIAL Light Beany

25

GESSLMESSENTIAL Light Gloves

26

GWESSEESSENTIAL SO Gloves

25

FEESSEESSENTIAL Socks

27

FEESSWESSENTIAL Thermo Socks

26

HCAPPSRUNNING Cap

26

FESUNLSUNLIGHT LADY Socks

42

GWLTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Gloves

29

AEXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Calf Sleeves

29

FEWTRAX-RUN ULTRA Socks

29

FEXRUUX-RUN ULTRA Socks short

30

AXRUNSX-RUN ULTRA Sun Sleeves

29

FXRGAOX-RUNNING Shoe Gaiter

32

AWXRUNX-RUNNING SO Arm Warmers

32

FEXRUNX-RUNNING Socks

33
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Logos and product illustrations
Everything you could possibly need. Simply take a look on the Internet. 
Do you need to get your hands on a GORE RUNNING WEAR® brand 
logo or a product illustration quickly for your decoration or advertising? 
Give us a call on our Freephone order hotline: 00800-4673 26 67 
and you will receive immediate access to our online database.

Logos and product illustrations

Logos und Produktabbildungen
Alles, was Sie brauchen. Einfach im Internet. Sie benötigen schnell ein 
Logo der Marke GORE RUNNING WEAR® oder eine Produktabbildung 
für eigene Deko- oder Werbemaßnahmen? Kontaktieren Sie unsere 
kostenlose Order-Hotline unter 00800-4673 26 67 und Sie erhalten 
umgehend Zugriff auf unsere Online-Datenbank.
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Online shop

Our new and enhanced online shop
Our online shop offers the possibility to all registered partners of 
GORE RUNNING WEAR® to place immediate orders independently 
from the office opening times.

Experience some new features and benefits very soon, making your 
daily business easier:

Faster transactions through higher speed. Better orientation through 
new layout. Optimized ordering process through simpler and faster 
navigation. Improved availability information through inventory updates 
every 15 minutes. Simple and fast ordering through: 24/7 access, 
365 days a Year. 

Shops available in English, French, Italian and Spanish language.

Unser neuer und verbesserter Online-Shop 
Unser Online Bestellsystem bietet allen registrierten Partnern von 
GORE RUNNING WEAR® die Möglichkeit, Bestellungen unabhängig 
von den Öffnungszeiten zu platzieren.

Unser neuer Online-Shop bietet folgende Vorteile und Verbesserun-
gen, die Ihre Arbeit demnächst noch einfacher machen wird. 

Schnellerer Zugriff durch höhere Verarbeitungsgeschwindigkeit. 
Bessere Orientierung durch eine geänderte Oberfläche. Optimierter 
Bestellvorgang durch einfachere und schnellere Navigation. Verbesserte 
Information zur Warenverfügbarkeit durch 15minütige Aktualisierung. Und 
natürlich unkompliziertes und einfaches bestellen, auch samstags oder 
außerhalb der regulären Geschäftszeiten: 365 Tage im Jahr, 24 Stun-
den am Tag. 

How to register for the newly enhanced Online Shop!
As GORE RUNNING WEAR® retailer you have the possibility to register 
online by simply visiting www.GoreApparel.com/retailer and clicking 
on the “Register” button. Enter your name, email and other informa-
tion to request an account. Within one business day your account will 
be reviewed by a Gore Customer Service Representative. After your  
account has been reviewed, you will receive an email with your  
account confirmation.

Wie kann ich mich für den Online Shop registrieren? 
Als GORE RUNNING WEAR® Händler haben die Möglichkeit sich online 
zu registrieren. Besuchen Sie hierzu einfach unseren Online Shop unter: 
www.GoreApparel.com/retailer und klicken Sie auf die „Registrieren“ 
Schaltfläche. Bitte geben Sie dort Ihren Namen, Ihre e-mail-Adres-
se und weitere Informationen an, um ein Online-Konto für unseren 
Online Shop zu beantragen. Ihre Anfrage wird innerhalb eines Werk-
tages von einem Customer Service Mitarbeiter bearbeitet. Nachdem 
Ihre Daten von uns überprüft wurden, bekommen Sie per E-Mail die 
Zugangsdaten für Ihr Online-Konto zugestellt. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
Fall/Winter 2015-2016
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ORDERBOOK Fall/Winter 2015/2016
Product descriptions

2 

pageSWMAGNMAGNITUDE SO COMP Shirt 10

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE, LINING: 85% POLYESTER, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 94% POLYAMIDE, 
6% ELASTANE

Support and fl exibility. Innovative compression shirt with WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell for performance runners. Sets a new standard in tight fi t, body shaping and wind-
proof protection.

Highly functional material mix • 2 side mesh pockets • Zip pocket on back • Off-center zip • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Close fi t collar • Refl ective print on slee-
ves, sides, and back • Refl ective logo on front

pageSWMAGTMAGNITUDE SO Zip-Off Shirt 10

SHELL: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Versatility. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running shirt for the performance runner in extended training runs with changing temperatures. Excellent next to skin comfort. 
Detachable sleeves and lots of storage space.

Highly functional material mix • Mesh inserts for ventilation under arms • Full length zip with semi-lock slider • Detachable raglan sleeves • Close fi t collar • Zip-
port on collar • Media pocket with cable outlet and cable guidance at collar • 3-compartment patch pockets on back • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective print on 
sleeves • Refl ective logo on front

pageTWMAGCMAGNITUDE SO COMP Tights 10

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE

New standard for fi t and support. Innovative compression tights with WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell for performance runners. Provides breathability, muscle support and 
reducted muscle vibration.

Highly functional material mix • 2 side pockets on back • Zip pocket on back • Elastic hem • Refl ective print on front • Refl ective logo on side

pageJWMAGNMAGNITUDE AS Jacket 10

SHELL: 100% POLYAMIDE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, INSERT: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, MESH -1: 93% POLYAMIDE, 7% ELASTANE, MESH -2: 100% POLYAMIDE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Possibly the lightest Active Shell on the market: two-layer WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell with an airy mesh back for the perfect symbiosis of protection and comfort.

Highly functional material mix • Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Extremely light mesh lining • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • 
Media pocket with cable outlet and cable guidance at collar • Full length zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Flat-lock seams • Shifted seams for 
less chafi ng • Refl ective piping on back • Large refl ective graphic on side • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageVMAGNUMAGNITUDE 2.0 AS Vest 11

SHELL: 100% POLYAMIDE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, MESH: 94% POLYAMIDE, 6% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYAMIDE

Challenge 42,195 km. A new interpretation of a vest. Partially windproof fabrics enhance your performance and can be worn next to the skin.

4 small pockets on front • Mesh lining • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Minimized seams 
for less chafi ng • Abrasion resistant binding on armhole • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageSMAGZSMAGNITUDE 2.0 Zip Shirt 11

MAIN FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

For endurance runners. Performance-oriented running shirt with mesh inserts, best moisture management and 3/4 front-zip. Backpack suitable with two additional 
pockets for sports nutrition.

2 side pockets on back • Media pocket with cable outlet and cable guidance at collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Mesh inserts for better ventila-
tion • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective graphics on back

pageSCOMAGMAGNITUDE COMP Zip Shirt 11

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Form-fi tting, innovative compression short sleeve shirt for muscle support and reduced muscle vibrations. 3/4 zip for optimum ventilation and two back pockets for 
nutrition packs.

2 side pockets on back • 3/4 length zip • Close fi t collar • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective print on 
sleeves

pageSMAGNZMAGNITUDE COMP Shirt long 11

MAIN FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Support and moisture management. The compression shirt for performance runners gives the muscles support and reduces vibration. Compact fi t and perfect shape 
on the upper body without restriction. Two back pockets for nutrition packs.

Highly functional material mix • 2 side pockets on back • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on front

pageTMAGNAMAGNITUDE COMP Tights 11

MAIN FABRIC: 78% NYLON, 22% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% NYLON, 15% ELASTANE

Perfectly in shape. Compression tights for performance runners with muscle support and vibration reduction. Mesh-inserts add for ventilation. Two back pockets for 
nutrition packs.

Highly functional material mix • 2 side pockets on back • Small inside key pocket on waistband • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Elastic hem • Refl ecti-
ve print on front • Refl ective logo on side

pageTMAGDVMAGNITUDE Tights 3/4 11

MAIN FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE, INSERT: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Supports and stabilizes: the contours of the tights are cut according to the muscle cords so that the slim fi t provides support without hindering fl exibility.

Zip pocket on back • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • Elastic hem • Refl ective print on 
side • Refl ective logo on back

pageHEMAGBMAGNITUDE WS Beany 12

FRONT: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, TOP: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Comfort comes fi rst: this running hat, for ambitious runners, is made of quick-drying push-pull material to ensure the head stays warm and dry.

Windproof forehead protection with elastic WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell • Push-pull construction • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print 
on sides

pageAWMAGNMAGNITUDE WS Headband 12

FRONT: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, BACK: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Barely noticable stretchy and soft WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell material on ears and forehead. Fully protects you from wind and cold.

Windproof forehead protection with elastic WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell • Push-pull construction • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print 
on sides
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ORDERBOOK Fall/Winter 2015/2016
Product descriptions

3 

pageSWMAGNMAGNITUDE SO COMP Shirt 10

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE, LINING: 85% POLYESTER, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 94% POLYAMIDE, 
6% ELASTANE

Support and fl exibility. Innovative compression shirt with WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell for performance runners. Sets a new standard in tight fi t, body shaping and wind-
proof protection.

Highly functional material mix • 2 side mesh pockets • Zip pocket on back • Off-center zip • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Close fi t collar • Refl ective print on slee-
ves, sides, and back • Refl ective logo on front

pageSWMAGTMAGNITUDE SO Zip-Off Shirt 10

SHELL: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Versatility. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running shirt for the performance runner in extended training runs with changing temperatures. Excellent next to skin comfort. 
Detachable sleeves and lots of storage space.

Highly functional material mix • Mesh inserts for ventilation under arms • Full length zip with semi-lock slider • Detachable raglan sleeves • Close fi t collar • Zip-
port on collar • Media pocket with cable outlet and cable guidance at collar • 3-compartment patch pockets on back • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective print on 
sleeves • Refl ective logo on front

pageTWMAGCMAGNITUDE SO COMP Tights 10

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE

New standard for fi t and support. Innovative compression tights with WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell for performance runners. Provides breathability, muscle support and 
reducted muscle vibration.

Highly functional material mix • 2 side pockets on back • Zip pocket on back • Elastic hem • Refl ective print on front • Refl ective logo on side

pageJWMAGNMAGNITUDE AS Jacket 10

SHELL: 100% POLYAMIDE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, INSERT: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, MESH -1: 93% POLYAMIDE, 7% ELASTANE, MESH -2: 100% POLYAMIDE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Possibly the lightest Active Shell on the market: two-layer WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell with an airy mesh back for the perfect symbiosis of protection and comfort.

Highly functional material mix • Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Extremely light mesh lining • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • 
Media pocket with cable outlet and cable guidance at collar • Full length zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Flat-lock seams • Shifted seams for 
less chafi ng • Refl ective piping on back • Large refl ective graphic on side • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageVMAGNUMAGNITUDE 2.0 AS Vest 11

SHELL: 100% POLYAMIDE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, MESH: 94% POLYAMIDE, 6% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYAMIDE

Challenge 42,195 km. A new interpretation of a vest. Partially windproof fabrics enhance your performance and can be worn next to the skin.

4 small pockets on front • Mesh lining • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Minimized seams 
for less chafi ng • Abrasion resistant binding on armhole • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageSMAGZSMAGNITUDE 2.0 Zip Shirt 11

MAIN FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

For endurance runners. Performance-oriented running shirt with mesh inserts, best moisture management and 3/4 front-zip. Backpack suitable with two additional 
pockets for sports nutrition.

2 side pockets on back • Media pocket with cable outlet and cable guidance at collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Mesh inserts for better ventila-
tion • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective graphics on back

pageSCOMAGMAGNITUDE COMP Zip Shirt 11

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Form-fi tting, innovative compression short sleeve shirt for muscle support and reduced muscle vibrations. 3/4 zip for optimum ventilation and two back pockets for 
nutrition packs.

2 side pockets on back • 3/4 length zip • Close fi t collar • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective print on 
sleeves

pageSMAGNZMAGNITUDE COMP Shirt long 11

MAIN FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Support and moisture management. The compression shirt for performance runners gives the muscles support and reduces vibration. Compact fi t and perfect shape 
on the upper body without restriction. Two back pockets for nutrition packs.

Highly functional material mix • 2 side pockets on back • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on front

pageTMAGNAMAGNITUDE COMP Tights 11

MAIN FABRIC: 78% NYLON, 22% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% NYLON, 15% ELASTANE

Perfectly in shape. Compression tights for performance runners with muscle support and vibration reduction. Mesh-inserts add for ventilation. Two back pockets for 
nutrition packs.

Highly functional material mix • 2 side pockets on back • Small inside key pocket on waistband • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Elastic hem • Refl ecti-
ve print on front • Refl ective logo on side

pageTMAGDVMAGNITUDE Tights 3/4 11

MAIN FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE, INSERT: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Supports and stabilizes: the contours of the tights are cut according to the muscle cords so that the slim fi t provides support without hindering fl exibility.

Zip pocket on back • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • Elastic hem • Refl ective print on 
side • Refl ective logo on back

pageHEMAGBMAGNITUDE WS Beany 12

FRONT: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, TOP: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Comfort comes fi rst: this running hat, for ambitious runners, is made of quick-drying push-pull material to ensure the head stays warm and dry.

Windproof forehead protection with elastic WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell • Push-pull construction • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print 
on sides

pageAWMAGNMAGNITUDE WS Headband 12

FRONT: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, BACK: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Barely noticable stretchy and soft WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell material on ears and forehead. Fully protects you from wind and cold.

Windproof forehead protection with elastic WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell • Push-pull construction • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print 
on sides
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pageHEMAGTMAGNITUDE WS Tube Beany 12

TOP: 87% POLYAMIDE, 13% ELASTANE, HEADBAND: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE

2 in 1 head or neck warmer. Quickly turns from a beany into a headband or scarf. Windproof in ears and forehead area thanks to WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell.

WINDSTOPPER® Liner at forehead and ears • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Top width adjustable by cord stopper • Can be used as cap or a scarf • Refl ective 
piping on back • Refl ective logo

pageGWMAGNMAGNITUDE WS Gloves 12

BACKHAND: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, PALM: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Banish the cold: with these WINDSTOPPER® gloves, this is an easy feat. Optimum warmth, yet breathable for perfect temperature regulation once you get going.

Absorbent material on thumb for wiping away perspiration • Silicone-coated palm for better grip • Silicone coated fi ngers • Thermo-stretch-functional fabric on palm 
• Refl ective logo

pageHEMAGYMAGNITUDE Beany 12

TOP: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE, HEADBAND: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Comfort comes fi rst: this running hat, for ambitious runners, is made of quick-drying push-pull material to ensure the head stays warm and dry.

Push-pull inner side • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on back

pageAEMAGHMAGNITUDE Headband 12

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Minimum protection with maximum comfort: perfect for when a headband does the trick. Thin, light, compact and quick-drying.

Push-pull inner side • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective logo on forehead

pageAPULSIMAGNITUDE Arm Warmers 13

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Extra protection: they protect against the cold on cool days or the sun on warm days. They can be put on or taken off while running and guarantee great moisture 
management.

Push-pull inner side • Mesh inserts for ventilation on arm-bends • Refl ective transfer print to mark right and left • Gripper elastic on top edge • Refl ective logo on 
side

pageFEMAGSMAGNITUDE Socks 13

67% POLYAMIDE, 33% ELASTANE

Up to date. Short, lightweight and thin endurance running socks. Ideally worn in lightweight competition shoes.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Whole elastic structure in Tactel® + Lycra® light mesh for maximum foot comfort and perfect fi t • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-lo-
oped inside and outside • Light, anatomical multi-contact padding support • Left and right anatomical structure • Ventilation zone under the toes and longitudinal 
channels along the foot • Top layer protection with mesh

pageTWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Tights 15

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Maintain fl exibility. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running tights, with a soft napped inner side and high stretchability at the hem and knee, provide optimum freedom of 
movement and a host of visibility details.

Highly functional material mix • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zip pocket on back • Tight bottom leg to be closed by long zippers • Zipper with refl ecti-
ve detail • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective print on front

pageVWMYLMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Light Vest 14

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Run easily. A lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell vest is built for the ambitious runner and designed with a slim fi t. Many refl ective details guarantee visibility in low 
light conditions.

Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • 2 front zip pockets • Zipper with refl ective detail • Refl ective print on shoulders • 
Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageJWMYLMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO ZO Li Jacket 14

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

More than just a running jacket. This is a jacket, a short-sleeve shirt and a vest all in one. The versatile and very lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell is made for the 
ambitious runner. It comes with a variety of visibility details.

Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front zip pockets • 2-compartment patch pockets on back • Zipper with refl ective detail • Front 
media pocket with cable outlet • Detachable raglan sleeves • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on front • Refl ective 
print on hem

pageJWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Jacket 14

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, CUFF: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Best seller with top features. A versatile, soft and lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell jacket with a special double-collar and cuff construction protects against cold-
gaps and comes with a variety of visibility details.

Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • 2 front zip pockets • Zipper with refl ective detail • Front media pocket with cable outlet • Hem width can be adjusted using just 
one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on shoulders • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on back 
• Refl ective insert on back

pageJGMYTMMYTHOS 2.0 GT AS Jacket 14

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Top gear against the rain. Run all year long in this waterproof and extremely breathable GORE-TEX® Active jacket. It boasts many refl ective details to improve your 
visibility in low lighted conditions.

Adjustable collar with easy-to-operate cord stopper for one-handed use • Velcro fastening for separate hood • Pre-shaped elbows • Adjustable cuff • 2 front zip 
pockets • Integrated security pocket on right • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to 
cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on front and back • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on shoulders

pageFEMAGNMAGNITUDE Compression Socks 13

20% POLYESTER, 40% POLYAMIDE, 40% ELASTANE

Endurance runner. These compressive running knee socks help to reduce muscle vibrations and reduce heavy legs during endurance runs.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Achille‘s tendon back protection • Elastic insert at instep minimizes pressure from shoelaces • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped 
inside and outside • Longitudinal protective padding for tibial tendons • Left and right anatomical structure with Coolmax® padding
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pageHEMAGTMAGNITUDE WS Tube Beany 12

TOP: 87% POLYAMIDE, 13% ELASTANE, HEADBAND: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE

2 in 1 head or neck warmer. Quickly turns from a beany into a headband or scarf. Windproof in ears and forehead area thanks to WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell.

WINDSTOPPER® Liner at forehead and ears • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Top width adjustable by cord stopper • Can be used as cap or a scarf • Refl ective 
piping on back • Refl ective logo

pageGWMAGNMAGNITUDE WS Gloves 12

BACKHAND: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, PALM: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Banish the cold: with these WINDSTOPPER® gloves, this is an easy feat. Optimum warmth, yet breathable for perfect temperature regulation once you get going.

Absorbent material on thumb for wiping away perspiration • Silicone-coated palm for better grip • Silicone coated fi ngers • Thermo-stretch-functional fabric on palm 
• Refl ective logo

pageHEMAGYMAGNITUDE Beany 12

TOP: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE, HEADBAND: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Comfort comes fi rst: this running hat, for ambitious runners, is made of quick-drying push-pull material to ensure the head stays warm and dry.

Push-pull inner side • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on back

pageAEMAGHMAGNITUDE Headband 12

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Minimum protection with maximum comfort: perfect for when a headband does the trick. Thin, light, compact and quick-drying.

Push-pull inner side • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective logo on forehead

pageAPULSIMAGNITUDE Arm Warmers 13

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Extra protection: they protect against the cold on cool days or the sun on warm days. They can be put on or taken off while running and guarantee great moisture 
management.

Push-pull inner side • Mesh inserts for ventilation on arm-bends • Refl ective transfer print to mark right and left • Gripper elastic on top edge • Refl ective logo on 
side

pageFEMAGSMAGNITUDE Socks 13

67% POLYAMIDE, 33% ELASTANE

Up to date. Short, lightweight and thin endurance running socks. Ideally worn in lightweight competition shoes.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Whole elastic structure in Tactel® + Lycra® light mesh for maximum foot comfort and perfect fi t • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-lo-
oped inside and outside • Light, anatomical multi-contact padding support • Left and right anatomical structure • Ventilation zone under the toes and longitudinal 
channels along the foot • Top layer protection with mesh

pageTWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Tights 15

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Maintain fl exibility. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running tights, with a soft napped inner side and high stretchability at the hem and knee, provide optimum freedom of 
movement and a host of visibility details.

Highly functional material mix • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zip pocket on back • Tight bottom leg to be closed by long zippers • Zipper with refl ecti-
ve detail • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective print on front

pageVWMYLMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Light Vest 14

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Run easily. A lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell vest is built for the ambitious runner and designed with a slim fi t. Many refl ective details guarantee visibility in low 
light conditions.

Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • 2 front zip pockets • Zipper with refl ective detail • Refl ective print on shoulders • 
Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageJWMYLMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO ZO Li Jacket 14

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

More than just a running jacket. This is a jacket, a short-sleeve shirt and a vest all in one. The versatile and very lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell is made for the 
ambitious runner. It comes with a variety of visibility details.

Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front zip pockets • 2-compartment patch pockets on back • Zipper with refl ective detail • Front 
media pocket with cable outlet • Detachable raglan sleeves • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on front • Refl ective 
print on hem

pageJWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS SO Jacket 14

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, CUFF: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Best seller with top features. A versatile, soft and lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell jacket with a special double-collar and cuff construction protects against cold-
gaps and comes with a variety of visibility details.

Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • 2 front zip pockets • Zipper with refl ective detail • Front media pocket with cable outlet • Hem width can be adjusted using just 
one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on shoulders • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on back 
• Refl ective insert on back

pageJGMYTMMYTHOS 2.0 GT AS Jacket 14

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Top gear against the rain. Run all year long in this waterproof and extremely breathable GORE-TEX® Active jacket. It boasts many refl ective details to improve your 
visibility in low lighted conditions.

Adjustable collar with easy-to-operate cord stopper for one-handed use • Velcro fastening for separate hood • Pre-shaped elbows • Adjustable cuff • 2 front zip 
pockets • Integrated security pocket on right • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to 
cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on front and back • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on shoulders

pageFEMAGNMAGNITUDE Compression Socks 13

20% POLYESTER, 40% POLYAMIDE, 40% ELASTANE

Endurance runner. These compressive running knee socks help to reduce muscle vibrations and reduce heavy legs during endurance runs.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Achille‘s tendon back protection • Elastic insert at instep minimizes pressure from shoelaces • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped 
inside and outside • Longitudinal protective padding for tibial tendons • Left and right anatomical structure with Coolmax® padding
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pageHWMYTMMYTHOS 2.0 WS Hat 16

HEADBAND: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, TOP: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Matter for the head. Soft running beany, windproof at forehead, ears and neck. Keeps you comfortably warm with little heat accumulation. Many details for improved 
visibility.

Highly functional material mix • Extended ear fl aps • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back • Elastic binding on edges

pageTMYTHRMYTHOS Race Shorts 15

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE

Minimalist lightweight. Running shorts for the ambitious athlete with refl ectors and a small zip pocket on the back. Great freedom of movement thanks to optimized cut 
and elastic material.

Inseam length 21 cm / 8 inches • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Refl ective print on sides • 
Refl ective print on hem • Refl ective logo on side

pageTMYTLMMYTHOS 2.0 Tights long 15

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% POLYESTER, 15% ELASTANE

Good moisture management and light weight. These highly functional tights include many refl ective details to provide visibility into the low light months of the year.

Push-pull construction • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Pre-shaped knees • Zip pocket on back • Zipper with refl ective detail • Gripper elastic on 
bottom hem • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on side • Refl ective print at hem

pageTMYTTMMYTHOS 2.0 Thermo Tights 15

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

For extra warmth in cold conditions. The comfortable napped inner side keeps your legs warm and comfortable even in cold conditions. Many details for high visibility 
and high next-to-skin comfort through elastic knee area.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zip pocket on back • Tight bottom leg to be closed by long zippers • Zipper with 
refl ective detail • Refl ective logo on side • Refl ective print on side • Refl ective print on back

pageSMYTLMMYTHOS 2.0 Shirt long 15

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Keep on running. This long sleeve running shirt is built for the ambitious runner who demands moisture management and a variety of visibility details.

Push-pull construction • Close fi t collar • Flat-lock seams • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Zip-port • Zipper with refl ective detail • Sleeve hem with 
thumbhole • Zip pocket on back • Refl ective print on shoulders • Refl ective logo on front

pageSMYTTMMYTHOS 2.0 Thermo Shirt 15

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Winter running shirt. The smooth inner side keeps you warm when running in extremely cold weather. Wear under a jacket or alone in moderately cold conditions. 
Includes a variety of visibility details.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Zipper with refl ective detail • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Zip 
pocket on back • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on shoulders • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on back

pageTGMAIRAIR GT AS Shorts 17

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Train successfully even in the rain with GORE-TEX® Active shorts. Sweat is wicked quickly, but rain stays out. Combine with tights for guaranteed weather protection 
and warmth as well as freedom of movement and ideal climate control.

Small inside key pocket on waistband • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 34 cm / 13 inches • Ventilation in back • Refl ective inserts on 
sides • Refl ective logo on side • Large refl ective logo on side

pageJGMAIRAIR GT AS Half-Zip Jacket 17

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

You can train in any weather: Perfect for cool, changeable or rainy conditions. GORE-TEX® Active jacket is water- and windproof, plus it is highly breathable. An innovati-
ve double zipper system offers a variety of venting possibilities.

Internal security pocket at the lower hem • Pocket with cable outlet • Concealed front zip • Zip tags for easy opening • Zip-underfl ap • Velcro fastening for separate 
hood • Zip at forearm with mesh insert for easy changing and for ventilation • Two front side zippers providing quick ventilation • Ventilation in back • Hem width can 
be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers and elastic drawstring • Refl ective insert on back • Refl ective logo on sleeve • Refl ective logo on front

pageFEMYTHMYTHOS Socks 16

90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

High-Tech Function. Running socks with neon color for bettert visibility.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Main structure made with light mesh for comfort, sensitivity, and breathability • Elastic insert at instep minimizes pressure from shoelaces 
• 2-way elastic mesh with alternating stitches knitting for best perspiration and perfect fi t • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped inside and outside • Ankle 
and tendon protective padding • Light, anatomical multi-contact padding support • Left and right anatomical structure

pageHMYTBNMYTHOS 2.0 Beany 16

HEADBAND: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, TOP: 85% POLYESTER, 15% ELASTANE

Stay visible while running. Ideally complements all MYTHOS visibility outfi ts in poor light conditions. Warm running beany with refl ective and neon details.

Push-pull construction • Neon fabric for better visibility • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front

pageGWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS Gloves 16

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Soft and insulating WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running gloves. They boast a variety of visibility details and come with special fabric inserts on the index fi ngers and 
thumb built specifi cally for functionality with touch screens.

Special material to use smart phone on fi ngertip of thumb and pointer • Absorbent material on thumb and back of the hand for wiping away perspiration • Silicone-co-
ated palm for better grip • Elastic wrist • Fleece lining • Long wrist-cuffs • Zip pocket on left inner cuff • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo • 

pageHBWMYTMYTHOS 2.0 WS Headband 16

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

360 degrees of wind protection. With many visibility details for the ambitious runner, this WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell headband keeps you warm while remaining light-
weight.

Extended ear fl aps • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back • Elastic binding on edges
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pageHWMYTMMYTHOS 2.0 WS Hat 16

HEADBAND: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, TOP: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Matter for the head. Soft running beany, windproof at forehead, ears and neck. Keeps you comfortably warm with little heat accumulation. Many details for improved 
visibility.

Highly functional material mix • Extended ear fl aps • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back • Elastic binding on edges

pageTMYTHRMYTHOS Race Shorts 15

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE

Minimalist lightweight. Running shorts for the ambitious athlete with refl ectors and a small zip pocket on the back. Great freedom of movement thanks to optimized cut 
and elastic material.

Inseam length 21 cm / 8 inches • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Refl ective print on sides • 
Refl ective print on hem • Refl ective logo on side

pageTMYTLMMYTHOS 2.0 Tights long 15

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% POLYESTER, 15% ELASTANE

Good moisture management and light weight. These highly functional tights include many refl ective details to provide visibility into the low light months of the year.

Push-pull construction • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Pre-shaped knees • Zip pocket on back • Zipper with refl ective detail • Gripper elastic on 
bottom hem • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on side • Refl ective print at hem

pageTMYTTMMYTHOS 2.0 Thermo Tights 15

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

For extra warmth in cold conditions. The comfortable napped inner side keeps your legs warm and comfortable even in cold conditions. Many details for high visibility 
and high next-to-skin comfort through elastic knee area.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zip pocket on back • Tight bottom leg to be closed by long zippers • Zipper with 
refl ective detail • Refl ective logo on side • Refl ective print on side • Refl ective print on back

pageSMYTLMMYTHOS 2.0 Shirt long 15

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Keep on running. This long sleeve running shirt is built for the ambitious runner who demands moisture management and a variety of visibility details.

Push-pull construction • Close fi t collar • Flat-lock seams • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Zip-port • Zipper with refl ective detail • Sleeve hem with 
thumbhole • Zip pocket on back • Refl ective print on shoulders • Refl ective logo on front

pageSMYTTMMYTHOS 2.0 Thermo Shirt 15

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Winter running shirt. The smooth inner side keeps you warm when running in extremely cold weather. Wear under a jacket or alone in moderately cold conditions. 
Includes a variety of visibility details.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Zipper with refl ective detail • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Zip 
pocket on back • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on shoulders • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective print on back

pageTGMAIRAIR GT AS Shorts 17

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Train successfully even in the rain with GORE-TEX® Active shorts. Sweat is wicked quickly, but rain stays out. Combine with tights for guaranteed weather protection 
and warmth as well as freedom of movement and ideal climate control.

Small inside key pocket on waistband • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 34 cm / 13 inches • Ventilation in back • Refl ective inserts on 
sides • Refl ective logo on side • Large refl ective logo on side

pageJGMAIRAIR GT AS Half-Zip Jacket 17

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

You can train in any weather: Perfect for cool, changeable or rainy conditions. GORE-TEX® Active jacket is water- and windproof, plus it is highly breathable. An innovati-
ve double zipper system offers a variety of venting possibilities.

Internal security pocket at the lower hem • Pocket with cable outlet • Concealed front zip • Zip tags for easy opening • Zip-underfl ap • Velcro fastening for separate 
hood • Zip at forearm with mesh insert for easy changing and for ventilation • Two front side zippers providing quick ventilation • Ventilation in back • Hem width can 
be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers and elastic drawstring • Refl ective insert on back • Refl ective logo on sleeve • Refl ective logo on front

pageFEMYTHMYTHOS Socks 16

90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

High-Tech Function. Running socks with neon color for bettert visibility.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Main structure made with light mesh for comfort, sensitivity, and breathability • Elastic insert at instep minimizes pressure from shoelaces 
• 2-way elastic mesh with alternating stitches knitting for best perspiration and perfect fi t • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped inside and outside • Ankle 
and tendon protective padding • Light, anatomical multi-contact padding support • Left and right anatomical structure

pageHMYTBNMYTHOS 2.0 Beany 16

HEADBAND: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, TOP: 85% POLYESTER, 15% ELASTANE

Stay visible while running. Ideally complements all MYTHOS visibility outfi ts in poor light conditions. Warm running beany with refl ective and neon details.

Push-pull construction • Neon fabric for better visibility • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front

pageGWSMYMMYTHOS 2.0 WS Gloves 16

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Soft and insulating WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running gloves. They boast a variety of visibility details and come with special fabric inserts on the index fi ngers and 
thumb built specifi cally for functionality with touch screens.

Special material to use smart phone on fi ngertip of thumb and pointer • Absorbent material on thumb and back of the hand for wiping away perspiration • Silicone-co-
ated palm for better grip • Elastic wrist • Fleece lining • Long wrist-cuffs • Zip pocket on left inner cuff • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo • 

pageHBWMYTMYTHOS 2.0 WS Headband 16

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

360 degrees of wind protection. With many visibility details for the ambitious runner, this WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell headband keeps you warm while remaining light-
weight.

Extended ear fl aps • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back • Elastic binding on edges
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pageSSMAIRAIR Shirt long 18

MAIN FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Breathability, moisture management and comfort: This highly technical long-sleeve shirt leaves nothing to be desired and is ready to be your go-to any time of year. 
Mesh inserts allow fresh air to circulate with every step you take.

Push-pull construction • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective inserts on hem • Refl ective logo 
on front

pageSMZAIRAIR Zip Shirt long 18

MAIN FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

A well-thought-out design in a long-sleeve shirt with mesh inserts and front half-zip for plenty of ventilation. Highly technical fabric promises superior moisture trans-
port and climate control in any situation.

Push-pull construction • Short front zip • Zip tags for easy opening • Close fi t collar • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ective 
inserts on sleeves • Refl ective inserts on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageTWTAIRAIR WS Tights 18

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, LINING: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Comfortable tights with great stretch that offer cold weather runners everything they need. WINDSTOPPER® technology protects reliably in changing conditions. Superi-
or engineering promises comfort and great fi t.

Push-pull construction • Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zip pocket on back • Zipper with semi-lock 
slider on side seam • Refl ective inserts on front and back • Refl ective logo on side

pageJWTAIRAIR WS Shirt long 18

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

The next generation of our long-time bestseller for dedicated runners. Can be worn next-to-skin or with a temperature-appropriate base layer. Feels great on the skin 
while offering superb weather protection thanks to WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell.

Push-pull construction • Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Napoleon pocket with zip • Pocket with cable outlet • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole 
• 2-way front zip • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective insert 
on back • Refl ective logo on front and back

pagePWMAIRAIR WS SO Pants 17

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

No need to compromise. You get function, performance and comfort in one. Technical cut combines the comfort of tights with the look of pants. WINDSTOPPER® Soft 
Shell ensures superior personal micro-climate management and protects in cool conditions.

Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Vents at knees • Refl ective insert 
on back • Refl ective logo on front

pageSWSAIRAIR WS SO Shirt long 17

SHELL OUTSIDE: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

The comfort of a shirt with the protection of a jacket! Lightweight, windproof, climate control. Thin WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell with good stretch functions great in a 
wide temperature range. Focus on your run without the annoyance of changing layers.

Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Small, zipped pocket on back • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Front zip • Zip-underfl ap • Zip tags for easy 
opening • Mesh inserts in front and back for ventilation • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective insert on back • Refl ective logo on 
front and back

pageFEAIRRAIR Socks 19

80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Thin, breathable and lightweight running socks.

Main structure made with light mesh for comfort • 2-way elastic mesh with alternating stitches knitting for best perspiration and perfect fi t • Foot arch with anti-twist 
elastic band • Left and right anatomical structure • Very comfortably shaped toe with anti-friction seam looped outside • Ventilation zone under the toes

pageHGAIRCAIR GT Cap 19

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Waterproof and very breathable cap made of GORE-TEX® Active membrane. Great for long runs no matter what the weather. Refl ective touches on the sides increase 
visibility for runs in the dark. Adjustable back for a customized fi t and better comfort.

Adjustable width at back • Refl ective inserts on sides • Refl ective logo on forehead • Refl ective logo on side

pageTMAIRCAIR 2in1 Shorts 19

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Performance and fi t with function and style! Lightweight shorts offer plenty of freedom of movement for longer runs. Attached liner promises perfect fi t and comfort. 
Outer pant has a relaxed look and lets fresh air circulate and moisture escape.

Stretch material for more freedom of movement • Zip pocket on back • Fixed inner tights • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with 
cord • Inseam length 23 cm / 9 inches • Partial mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective inserts on sides • Refl ective logo on front

pageTSMAIRAIR Tights 7/8 19

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

A new addition to our product line: Innovative 7/8 tights for the demanding runner. These tights perform at their best during seasonal transitions. The design ensures 
ventilation and optimal maintenance of your body temperature down to your calves.

Push-pull construction • Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Mesh inserts in back for ventilation • Inseam length 65 cm / 26 inches • 
Refl ective inserts on front and back • Refl ective logo on front

pageSMAIRSAIR Shirt 18

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Super lightweight, stylish T-shirt for year-round wear. Strategically placed mesh inserts allow air to circulate, providing optimal temperature management on the run.

Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective inserts on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageSSZAIRAIR Zip Shirt 18

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Multifunctional running shirt with a high collar and front half-zip. Strategically placed mesh inserts allow air to circulate, providing optimal temperature management on 
the run.

Short front zip • Zip tags for easy opening • Close fi t collar • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective inserts on hem • Refl ecti-
ve logo on front
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pageSSMAIRAIR Shirt long 18

MAIN FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Breathability, moisture management and comfort: This highly technical long-sleeve shirt leaves nothing to be desired and is ready to be your go-to any time of year. 
Mesh inserts allow fresh air to circulate with every step you take.

Push-pull construction • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective inserts on hem • Refl ective logo 
on front

pageSMZAIRAIR Zip Shirt long 18

MAIN FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

A well-thought-out design in a long-sleeve shirt with mesh inserts and front half-zip for plenty of ventilation. Highly technical fabric promises superior moisture trans-
port and climate control in any situation.

Push-pull construction • Short front zip • Zip tags for easy opening • Close fi t collar • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ective 
inserts on sleeves • Refl ective inserts on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageTWTAIRAIR WS Tights 18

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, LINING: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Comfortable tights with great stretch that offer cold weather runners everything they need. WINDSTOPPER® technology protects reliably in changing conditions. Superi-
or engineering promises comfort and great fi t.

Push-pull construction • Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zip pocket on back • Zipper with semi-lock 
slider on side seam • Refl ective inserts on front and back • Refl ective logo on side

pageJWTAIRAIR WS Shirt long 18

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

The next generation of our long-time bestseller for dedicated runners. Can be worn next-to-skin or with a temperature-appropriate base layer. Feels great on the skin 
while offering superb weather protection thanks to WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell.

Push-pull construction • Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Napoleon pocket with zip • Pocket with cable outlet • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole 
• 2-way front zip • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective insert 
on back • Refl ective logo on front and back

pagePWMAIRAIR WS SO Pants 17

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

No need to compromise. You get function, performance and comfort in one. Technical cut combines the comfort of tights with the look of pants. WINDSTOPPER® Soft 
Shell ensures superior personal micro-climate management and protects in cool conditions.

Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Vents at knees • Refl ective insert 
on back • Refl ective logo on front

pageSWSAIRAIR WS SO Shirt long 17

SHELL OUTSIDE: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

The comfort of a shirt with the protection of a jacket! Lightweight, windproof, climate control. Thin WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell with good stretch functions great in a 
wide temperature range. Focus on your run without the annoyance of changing layers.

Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Small, zipped pocket on back • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Front zip • Zip-underfl ap • Zip tags for easy 
opening • Mesh inserts in front and back for ventilation • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective insert on back • Refl ective logo on 
front and back

pageFEAIRRAIR Socks 19

80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Thin, breathable and lightweight running socks.

Main structure made with light mesh for comfort • 2-way elastic mesh with alternating stitches knitting for best perspiration and perfect fi t • Foot arch with anti-twist 
elastic band • Left and right anatomical structure • Very comfortably shaped toe with anti-friction seam looped outside • Ventilation zone under the toes

pageHGAIRCAIR GT Cap 19

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Waterproof and very breathable cap made of GORE-TEX® Active membrane. Great for long runs no matter what the weather. Refl ective touches on the sides increase 
visibility for runs in the dark. Adjustable back for a customized fi t and better comfort.

Adjustable width at back • Refl ective inserts on sides • Refl ective logo on forehead • Refl ective logo on side

pageTMAIRCAIR 2in1 Shorts 19

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Performance and fi t with function and style! Lightweight shorts offer plenty of freedom of movement for longer runs. Attached liner promises perfect fi t and comfort. 
Outer pant has a relaxed look and lets fresh air circulate and moisture escape.

Stretch material for more freedom of movement • Zip pocket on back • Fixed inner tights • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with 
cord • Inseam length 23 cm / 9 inches • Partial mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective inserts on sides • Refl ective logo on front

pageTSMAIRAIR Tights 7/8 19

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

A new addition to our product line: Innovative 7/8 tights for the demanding runner. These tights perform at their best during seasonal transitions. The design ensures 
ventilation and optimal maintenance of your body temperature down to your calves.

Push-pull construction • Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Mesh inserts in back for ventilation • Inseam length 65 cm / 26 inches • 
Refl ective inserts on front and back • Refl ective logo on front

pageSMAIRSAIR Shirt 18

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Super lightweight, stylish T-shirt for year-round wear. Strategically placed mesh inserts allow air to circulate, providing optimal temperature management on the run.

Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective inserts on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageSSZAIRAIR Zip Shirt 18

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Multifunctional running shirt with a high collar and front half-zip. Strategically placed mesh inserts allow air to circulate, providing optimal temperature management on 
the run.

Short front zip • Zip tags for easy opening • Close fi t collar • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective inserts on sleeves • Refl ective inserts on hem • Refl ecti-
ve logo on front
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pageSURBASURBAN RUN 2.0 Shirt 21

MAIN FABRIC: 67% WOOL, 22% POLYAMIDE, 11% ELASTANE, INSERT: 90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Lightweight running short-sleeve shirt with merino wool for urban fi tness runners. Cool look and soft touch. Outstanding next to the skin comfort.

Zip pocket on back • Media pocket with cable outlet • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Ventilation holes under the armpits • Refl ective logo on back • Refl ective 
print on back • Refl ective tape at hem

pageSURBALURBAN RUN 2.0 Shirt long 21

MAIN FABRIC: 67% WOOL, 22% POLYAMIDE, 11% ELASTANE, INSERT: 90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Running long-sleeves shirt with merino wool for the urban fi tness runner. Cool look, soft touch and high comfort next to the skin set standards during the cool morning 
run in the city.

Side zip pocket • Media pocket with cable outlet • Ventilation holes under the armpits • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ective 
print on back • Refl ective tape at hem

pageSURBZLURBAN RUN Hoody 20

MAIN FABRIC: 49% WOOL, 28% POLYPROPYLENE, 23% POLYAMIDE, STRETCH FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Cool look meets soft touch. Running hoody with merino wool for the urban fi tness runner that takes them through dry days in the seasonal transition period. Quickly 
becomes a favorite piece of gear.

Full length zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Kangaroo pocket • Media pocket with cable outlet • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole • Ventilation holes under 
the armpits • Refl ective piping on back • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective tape at hem

pageVWIURBURBAN RUN WS Insulated Vest 20

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SIDE PANEL: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, LINING: 100% POLYESTER, WADDING: 100% POLYESTER

Attractive and functional vest for runs when temperatures sink. Also great for warmups and cooldowns before and after training. WINDSTOPPER® Insulated Shell pro-
tects from wind and cold despite minimal weight. Shaped cut for great fi t.

Front zip • Zip-underfl ap • 2 front pockets • Neon fold-away drop tail for better visibility • PrimaLoft® insulation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on front 
• Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back

pagePWSURBURBAN RUN WS SO Pants 20

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

A favorite piece of gear. Windproof running pants with many pockets and adjustable ventilation for the urban fi tness runner. The WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric keeps 
you protected and warm during the coldest days of the year.

Adjustable waistband • 2 front pockets with concealed zip • Zip pocket on back • Pre-shaped knees • Adjustable hem • 2 side zip ventilation openings • Gusset 
Ventilation • Refl ective tape at hem • Refl ective print on sides

pageSWURUNURBAN RUN SO Jacket 20

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Setting a trend. Versatile WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell Jacket for the urban fi tness runner. Combines style and function. The classic shirt collar with magnets keeps cold 
wind away.

2 front pockets • Concealed zip pocket at chest • Sleeve-pocket with cable-outlet • Concealed front zip • Zip-underfl ap • Folded shirt collar with fastening • Ventila-
tion holes under the armpits • Mesh inserts in back for ventilation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on front

pageTWESSOESSENTIAL SO Pants 22

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Soft windshield. Windproof WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running pants for fi tness runners who appreciate soft functional materials, good weather protection and durabi-
lity.

2 side zip pockets • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with cord • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on back

pageSWESSHESSENTIAL SO Hoody 22

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Warm and soft. Made with WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell for a comfortable fi t for the fi tness runner. Includes many runner-friendly details like a tight, fi tted hood, two front 
pockets and elastic cuffs with thumbholes.

Close-fi tting hood • 2 front zip pockets • Small key pocket inside right front pocket • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Refl ective logo on front and back • 
Refl ective print on sleeves • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole

pageJGMESSESSENTIAL GT AS Jacket 22

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Everything you need to keep on training no matter what the weather has to offer. A waterproof, breathable, lightweight GORE-TEX® Active jacket that you‘ll hardly know 
you have on.

Napoleon pocket with concealed zip • Pocket with cable outlet • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Velcro fastening for separate hood • 
Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageGWSURBURBAN RUN WS Gloves 21

SHELL OUTSIDE: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, BACKHAND: 49% WOOL, 28% POLYPROPYLENE, 23% POLYAMIDE, CUFF: 60% ACRYLIC, 30% WOOL, 10% 
SILK

Warmed up. Modern, versatile running gloves that quickly turn from warm WINDSTOPPER® mittens into short-fi nger gloves. Extra long cuff.

Silicone-coated palm for better grip • Extra long knit cuff at wrist with pull-tab • Absorbent material on thumb for wiping away perspiration • Extra fi nger hoody for 
insulation (stowable) • Stow away tape on backhand for mitten cover • Loops for easier removal • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo on mitten cover

pageHWSURBURBAN RUN WS Beany 21

MAIN FABRIC: 60% ACRYLIC, 30% WOOL, 10% SILK, HEADBAND: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: LINING: 100% POLYESTER

A cold weather essential. Up-to-date running beany. Totally windproof on ears and forehead. Complements the Urban Running Outfi ts in winter and the seasonal transi-
tion period.

Mesh lining with integrated WINDSTOPPER(R) headband • Refl ective logo on back

pageTURUNSURBAN RUN 2in1 Shorts 8 21

OUTER PANTS: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Trend-setter. Baggy running shorts for the urban fi tness runner. Cool look, lightweight and stretchy- they set a trend designed with extremely lightweight and stretchy 
inner tights. Inseam length 21 cm (8 inches).

Stretch material for more freedom of movement • Zip pocket on back • 2 front pockets • Fixed inner tights • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with cord • Inseam 
length 21 cm / 8 inches • Partial mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective print on side
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pageSURBASURBAN RUN 2.0 Shirt 21

MAIN FABRIC: 67% WOOL, 22% POLYAMIDE, 11% ELASTANE, INSERT: 90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Lightweight running short-sleeve shirt with merino wool for urban fi tness runners. Cool look and soft touch. Outstanding next to the skin comfort.

Zip pocket on back • Media pocket with cable outlet • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Ventilation holes under the armpits • Refl ective logo on back • Refl ective 
print on back • Refl ective tape at hem

pageSURBALURBAN RUN 2.0 Shirt long 21

MAIN FABRIC: 67% WOOL, 22% POLYAMIDE, 11% ELASTANE, INSERT: 90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Running long-sleeves shirt with merino wool for the urban fi tness runner. Cool look, soft touch and high comfort next to the skin set standards during the cool morning 
run in the city.

Side zip pocket • Media pocket with cable outlet • Ventilation holes under the armpits • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ective 
print on back • Refl ective tape at hem

pageSURBZLURBAN RUN Hoody 20

MAIN FABRIC: 49% WOOL, 28% POLYPROPYLENE, 23% POLYAMIDE, STRETCH FABRIC: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Cool look meets soft touch. Running hoody with merino wool for the urban fi tness runner that takes them through dry days in the seasonal transition period. Quickly 
becomes a favorite piece of gear.

Full length zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Kangaroo pocket • Media pocket with cable outlet • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole • Ventilation holes under 
the armpits • Refl ective piping on back • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective tape at hem

pageVWIURBURBAN RUN WS Insulated Vest 20

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SIDE PANEL: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, LINING: 100% POLYESTER, WADDING: 100% POLYESTER

Attractive and functional vest for runs when temperatures sink. Also great for warmups and cooldowns before and after training. WINDSTOPPER® Insulated Shell pro-
tects from wind and cold despite minimal weight. Shaped cut for great fi t.

Front zip • Zip-underfl ap • 2 front pockets • Neon fold-away drop tail for better visibility • PrimaLoft® insulation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on front 
• Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back

pagePWSURBURBAN RUN WS SO Pants 20

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

A favorite piece of gear. Windproof running pants with many pockets and adjustable ventilation for the urban fi tness runner. The WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric keeps 
you protected and warm during the coldest days of the year.

Adjustable waistband • 2 front pockets with concealed zip • Zip pocket on back • Pre-shaped knees • Adjustable hem • 2 side zip ventilation openings • Gusset 
Ventilation • Refl ective tape at hem • Refl ective print on sides

pageSWURUNURBAN RUN SO Jacket 20

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Setting a trend. Versatile WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell Jacket for the urban fi tness runner. Combines style and function. The classic shirt collar with magnets keeps cold 
wind away.

2 front pockets • Concealed zip pocket at chest • Sleeve-pocket with cable-outlet • Concealed front zip • Zip-underfl ap • Folded shirt collar with fastening • Ventila-
tion holes under the armpits • Mesh inserts in back for ventilation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on front

pageTWESSOESSENTIAL SO Pants 22

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Soft windshield. Windproof WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running pants for fi tness runners who appreciate soft functional materials, good weather protection and durabi-
lity.

2 side zip pockets • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with cord • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on back

pageSWESSHESSENTIAL SO Hoody 22

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Warm and soft. Made with WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell for a comfortable fi t for the fi tness runner. Includes many runner-friendly details like a tight, fi tted hood, two front 
pockets and elastic cuffs with thumbholes.

Close-fi tting hood • 2 front zip pockets • Small key pocket inside right front pocket • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Refl ective logo on front and back • 
Refl ective print on sleeves • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole

pageJGMESSESSENTIAL GT AS Jacket 22

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Everything you need to keep on training no matter what the weather has to offer. A waterproof, breathable, lightweight GORE-TEX® Active jacket that you‘ll hardly know 
you have on.

Napoleon pocket with concealed zip • Pocket with cable outlet • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Velcro fastening for separate hood • 
Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageGWSURBURBAN RUN WS Gloves 21

SHELL OUTSIDE: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, BACKHAND: 49% WOOL, 28% POLYPROPYLENE, 23% POLYAMIDE, CUFF: 60% ACRYLIC, 30% WOOL, 10% 
SILK

Warmed up. Modern, versatile running gloves that quickly turn from warm WINDSTOPPER® mittens into short-fi nger gloves. Extra long cuff.

Silicone-coated palm for better grip • Extra long knit cuff at wrist with pull-tab • Absorbent material on thumb for wiping away perspiration • Extra fi nger hoody for 
insulation (stowable) • Stow away tape on backhand for mitten cover • Loops for easier removal • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo on mitten cover

pageHWSURBURBAN RUN WS Beany 21

MAIN FABRIC: 60% ACRYLIC, 30% WOOL, 10% SILK, HEADBAND: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: LINING: 100% POLYESTER

A cold weather essential. Up-to-date running beany. Totally windproof on ears and forehead. Complements the Urban Running Outfi ts in winter and the seasonal transi-
tion period.

Mesh lining with integrated WINDSTOPPER(R) headband • Refl ective logo on back

pageTURUNSURBAN RUN 2in1 Shorts 8 21

OUTER PANTS: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Trend-setter. Baggy running shorts for the urban fi tness runner. Cool look, lightweight and stretchy- they set a trend designed with extremely lightweight and stretchy 
inner tights. Inseam length 21 cm (8 inches).

Stretch material for more freedom of movement • Zip pocket on back • 2 front pockets • Fixed inner tights • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with cord • Inseam 
length 21 cm / 8 inches • Partial mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective print on side
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pageSSMESSESSENTIAL Zip Shirt long 23

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

Breathable long-sleeve shirt for seasonal transitions. Ventilating inserts and a front half-zip ensure a high degree of comfort.

Flat-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Refl ective logo on front • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port

pageSHESSEESSENTIAL Hoody 23

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Hoody with function. Comfortable hoody sweatshirt with insulating fabric and functional details. Thumbhole for extra hand protection, media pocket and hood attach-
ment. A favorite piece for running.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Partial mesh lining • Flat-lock seams • 2 front pockets • Small key pocket inside right front pocket • Wear-resistant elastic binding 
on sleeve hem • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Refl ective logo on front • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print

pageTWESSMESSENTIAL AS Pants 23

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Powerful wind protection: these windproof pants are ideal for all runners who prefer more casual, comfortable wear instead of narrow-fi tting tights.

Extremely light mesh lining • Zip pocket on back • Side zip pocket • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with cord • Pre-shaped knees • Refl ective logo on front • 
Refl ective piping at back of legs

pageVWESSEESSENTIAL AS Vest 23

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Versatility and comfort. Windproof running vest with a comfortable fi t. Not extreme, but includes every running detail a recreational runner needs.

Mesh lining • 2 front zip pockets • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stop-
pers in pockets • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective piping in front

pageJWESSOESSENTIAL AS Zip-Off Jacket 23

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Longing for versatility? This comfort fi t running jacket with detachable arms is perfect for beginners and hobby runners who prefer to take it at a more relaxed pace.

Extremely light mesh lining • 2 covered zip pockets for stowing sleeves • Adjustable hood (width and fi eld of vision) • Zip-off hood • Front zip with semi-lock slider 
• Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Detachable sleeves • Adjustable cuff • High, ergonomically shaped, fl eece-trimmed collar • Ventilation in front and back • Refl ective 
print on side • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageJWESNPESSENTIAL AS Partial Jacket 22

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE

Multifunctional WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell jacket with two zipped front pockets for allyear wear. Keeps runners warm but not too warm, thanks to the long cut and 
underarm ventilation.

2 front zip pockets • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Elastic sleeve cuff • High, ergonomically shaped, fl eece-trimmed collar • Ventilation inserts under 
arms • Hem width adjustable by easy-to-use covered cord stoppers and elastic draw-cord • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageTESSNTESSENTIAL Tights 3/4 24

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

Mesh Tights: these 3/4 tights have mesh inserts for better ventilation and shifted seams to avoid chafi ng. Performance gear for the ambitious runner.

Zip pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • Partial mesh 
inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective piping on sides • Refl ective logo on side

pageTSMESSESSENTIAL Tights 24

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Ideal tights for the entry-level runner for seasonal changes in weather. Fun on the run and performance guaranteed even on cooler days.

Zip pocket on back • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Zip with semi-lock slider • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Mesh insert in knee bend for optimum ventila-
tion • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on side • Zip-underfl ap

pageTESSLOESSENTIAL Loose Tights 24

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

No tights please: Classic, warm running pants with a loose fi t. Perfect for those who do not like tights and enjoy endurance sport activities.

Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • 
Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Refl ective logo on side

pageTESSEZESSENTIAL Thermo Tights 24

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Simply necessary: Winter running tights that dry quickly. The casual cut is not too tight and does not restrict movement.

Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • 
Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Refl ective logo on side

pageSESSEHESSENTIAL Shirt 24

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Versatile, classic running-shirt with comfortable fi t. Running specifi c details and quick drying fabric.

Concealed back zip pocket • Pocket with cable outlet • Mesh inserts for ventilation under arms and at nape • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Flat-lock seams with refl ecti-
ve print • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Refl ective logo on front

pageSESSETESSENTIAL Thermo Zip Shirt lg 23

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Look good for the long run: a long-sleeved shirt made of functional push-pull material for the cold winter months. Its comfortable fi t will make this your favourite gar-
ment.

Flat-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Refl ective logo on front • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Zip with semi-lock slider • 
Zip-underfl ap
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pageSSMESSESSENTIAL Zip Shirt long 23

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

Breathable long-sleeve shirt for seasonal transitions. Ventilating inserts and a front half-zip ensure a high degree of comfort.

Flat-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Refl ective logo on front • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port

pageSHESSEESSENTIAL Hoody 23

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Hoody with function. Comfortable hoody sweatshirt with insulating fabric and functional details. Thumbhole for extra hand protection, media pocket and hood attach-
ment. A favorite piece for running.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Partial mesh lining • Flat-lock seams • 2 front pockets • Small key pocket inside right front pocket • Wear-resistant elastic binding 
on sleeve hem • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Refl ective logo on front • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print

pageTWESSMESSENTIAL AS Pants 23

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Powerful wind protection: these windproof pants are ideal for all runners who prefer more casual, comfortable wear instead of narrow-fi tting tights.

Extremely light mesh lining • Zip pocket on back • Side zip pocket • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with cord • Pre-shaped knees • Refl ective logo on front • 
Refl ective piping at back of legs

pageVWESSEESSENTIAL AS Vest 23

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Versatility and comfort. Windproof running vest with a comfortable fi t. Not extreme, but includes every running detail a recreational runner needs.

Mesh lining • 2 front zip pockets • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stop-
pers in pockets • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective piping in front

pageJWESSOESSENTIAL AS Zip-Off Jacket 23

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Longing for versatility? This comfort fi t running jacket with detachable arms is perfect for beginners and hobby runners who prefer to take it at a more relaxed pace.

Extremely light mesh lining • 2 covered zip pockets for stowing sleeves • Adjustable hood (width and fi eld of vision) • Zip-off hood • Front zip with semi-lock slider 
• Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Detachable sleeves • Adjustable cuff • High, ergonomically shaped, fl eece-trimmed collar • Ventilation in front and back • Refl ective 
print on side • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageJWESNPESSENTIAL AS Partial Jacket 22

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE

Multifunctional WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell jacket with two zipped front pockets for allyear wear. Keeps runners warm but not too warm, thanks to the long cut and 
underarm ventilation.

2 front zip pockets • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Elastic sleeve cuff • High, ergonomically shaped, fl eece-trimmed collar • Ventilation inserts under 
arms • Hem width adjustable by easy-to-use covered cord stoppers and elastic draw-cord • Refl ective print on sleeves • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageTESSNTESSENTIAL Tights 3/4 24

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

Mesh Tights: these 3/4 tights have mesh inserts for better ventilation and shifted seams to avoid chafi ng. Performance gear for the ambitious runner.

Zip pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • Partial mesh 
inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective piping on sides • Refl ective logo on side

pageTSMESSESSENTIAL Tights 24

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Ideal tights for the entry-level runner for seasonal changes in weather. Fun on the run and performance guaranteed even on cooler days.

Zip pocket on back • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Zip with semi-lock slider • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Mesh insert in knee bend for optimum ventila-
tion • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on side • Zip-underfl ap

pageTESSLOESSENTIAL Loose Tights 24

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

No tights please: Classic, warm running pants with a loose fi t. Perfect for those who do not like tights and enjoy endurance sport activities.

Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • 
Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Refl ective logo on side

pageTESSEZESSENTIAL Thermo Tights 24

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Simply necessary: Winter running tights that dry quickly. The casual cut is not too tight and does not restrict movement.

Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • 
Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Refl ective logo on side

pageSESSEHESSENTIAL Shirt 24

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Versatile, classic running-shirt with comfortable fi t. Running specifi c details and quick drying fabric.

Concealed back zip pocket • Pocket with cable outlet • Mesh inserts for ventilation under arms and at nape • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Flat-lock seams with refl ecti-
ve print • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Refl ective logo on front

pageSESSETESSENTIAL Thermo Zip Shirt lg 23

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Look good for the long run: a long-sleeved shirt made of functional push-pull material for the cold winter months. Its comfortable fi t will make this your favourite gar-
ment.

Flat-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Refl ective logo on front • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Zip with semi-lock slider • 
Zip-underfl ap
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pageHESSETESSENTIAL Beany 25

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Perfection: a running hat is indispensable in cold weather. This hat dries quickly, doesn`t itch and isn`t too warm.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective piping on back

pageGWESSEESSENTIAL SO Gloves 25

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 87% POLYAMIDE, 13% ELASTANE

Windproof hand protection for runners: gloves with more warmth to keep runners cozy during extremely cold weather. Refl ectors.

Thermo-stretch-functional fabric on palm and cuff • Silicone-coated palm for better grip • Silicone coated fi ngers • Refl ective logo

pageHEWESSESSENTIAL AS Cap 25

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER, HEADBAND: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Wind power. In cool and windy weather conditions, this windproof and water resistant WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell running cap protects the head from heat loss and 
moisture for better comfort.

Elastic back for maximum comfort and fi t • Push-pull cloth band inside • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Refl ective band along edge of shield • Refl ecti-
ve band on side • Refl ective logo on front

pageHGSHIESHIELD 2.0 GT AS Hood 25

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYAMIDE, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Intelligent solution: this optional hood can be attached to most jackets. It offers protection when you need it. Great shape that doesn‘t limit your movements.

Zip pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • Partial mesh 
inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective piping on sides • Refl ective logo on side

pageTESSBMESSENTIAL 2.0 Baggy Shorts 25

OUTER PANTS: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 100% POLYAMIDE

Wide and comfortable: not all men like tights for running. These comfortable baggy shorts don‘t chafe, have a cool cut and look good at the beach.

Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Small key pocket in back • Fixed inner tights • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo 
on front

pageTESSTSESSENTIAL Tights short 24

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

Anatomically shaped: these running tights have shifted seams to avoid chafi ng.

Zip pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 28 cm / 11 inches • Refl ective logo on hem

pageGESSCOESSENTIAL Cool Gloves 26

BACKHAND: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, PALM: 100% POLYESTER

Cool and light: light gloves with minimum insulation for ambitious and professional runners who don`t want a glove that is too warm, too quickly.

Thin and soft fabric • Lightweight, breathing fabric on palm • Refl ective logo

pageGESSLMESSENTIAL Light Gloves 26

BACKHAND: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, PALM: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Compact and cozy. Lightweight running gloves made from comfortable thermo material that stow away easily.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo

pageGESSEVESSENTIAL Gloves 26

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYAMIDE, 12% ELASTANE, CUFF: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Indispensable - what do you expect of good running gloves? Warmth, compact size, refl ection and good moisture management. These essential running gloves offer 
precisely that.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo

pageAESSETESSENTIAL Headband 26

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Fundamental basic: this headband is a must in cold weather to protect the sensitive forehead area.

Thermo lining • Flat-lock seams • Extended ear fl aps • Refl ective logo on forehead • Elastic binding on edges

pageHCAPPSRUNNING Cap 26

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYESTER, 12% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Light add-on: this cap protects against the sun but still offers maximum ventilation on warm days. No sweat will run into your eyes thanks to the sweatband.

Terry cloth band inside • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Back velcro width adjustment • Refl ective piping on the peak and side

pageHESSNLESSENTIAL Light Beany 25

TOP: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, HEADBAND: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Comfort without bulk. A hat for lightweight and thin protection from the cold in cool transition seasons.

Flat-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective piping on sides
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pageHESSETESSENTIAL Beany 25

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Perfection: a running hat is indispensable in cold weather. This hat dries quickly, doesn`t itch and isn`t too warm.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective piping on back

pageGWESSEESSENTIAL SO Gloves 25

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 87% POLYAMIDE, 13% ELASTANE

Windproof hand protection for runners: gloves with more warmth to keep runners cozy during extremely cold weather. Refl ectors.

Thermo-stretch-functional fabric on palm and cuff • Silicone-coated palm for better grip • Silicone coated fi ngers • Refl ective logo

pageHEWESSESSENTIAL AS Cap 25

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER, HEADBAND: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Wind power. In cool and windy weather conditions, this windproof and water resistant WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell running cap protects the head from heat loss and 
moisture for better comfort.

Elastic back for maximum comfort and fi t • Push-pull cloth band inside • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Refl ective band along edge of shield • Refl ecti-
ve band on side • Refl ective logo on front

pageHGSHIESHIELD 2.0 GT AS Hood 25

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYAMIDE, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Intelligent solution: this optional hood can be attached to most jackets. It offers protection when you need it. Great shape that doesn‘t limit your movements.

Zip pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • Partial mesh 
inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective piping on sides • Refl ective logo on side

pageTESSBMESSENTIAL 2.0 Baggy Shorts 25

OUTER PANTS: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 100% POLYAMIDE

Wide and comfortable: not all men like tights for running. These comfortable baggy shorts don‘t chafe, have a cool cut and look good at the beach.

Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Small key pocket in back • Fixed inner tights • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo 
on front

pageTESSTSESSENTIAL Tights short 24

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

Anatomically shaped: these running tights have shifted seams to avoid chafi ng.

Zip pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 28 cm / 11 inches • Refl ective logo on hem

pageGESSCOESSENTIAL Cool Gloves 26

BACKHAND: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, PALM: 100% POLYESTER

Cool and light: light gloves with minimum insulation for ambitious and professional runners who don`t want a glove that is too warm, too quickly.

Thin and soft fabric • Lightweight, breathing fabric on palm • Refl ective logo

pageGESSLMESSENTIAL Light Gloves 26

BACKHAND: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, PALM: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Compact and cozy. Lightweight running gloves made from comfortable thermo material that stow away easily.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo

pageGESSEVESSENTIAL Gloves 26

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYAMIDE, 12% ELASTANE, CUFF: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Indispensable - what do you expect of good running gloves? Warmth, compact size, refl ection and good moisture management. These essential running gloves offer 
precisely that.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo

pageAESSETESSENTIAL Headband 26

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Fundamental basic: this headband is a must in cold weather to protect the sensitive forehead area.

Thermo lining • Flat-lock seams • Extended ear fl aps • Refl ective logo on forehead • Elastic binding on edges

pageHCAPPSRUNNING Cap 26

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYESTER, 12% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE

Light add-on: this cap protects against the sun but still offers maximum ventilation on warm days. No sweat will run into your eyes thanks to the sweatband.

Terry cloth band inside • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Back velcro width adjustment • Refl ective piping on the peak and side

pageHESSNLESSENTIAL Light Beany 25

TOP: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, HEADBAND: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE

Comfort without bulk. A hat for lightweight and thin protection from the cold in cool transition seasons.

Flat-lock seams • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective piping on sides
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pageSLTRAIX-RUN ULTRA Shirt long 28

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Ultra-light: lightweight, tight-fi tting trail running shirt with UV-protection. Partially taped seams for reduced friction on the skin. Thumb hole in the sleeve and 3-fold cuff 
that can be used as mittens in cold weather.

Especially light thanks to seams with bonding technology • Flat-lock seams • Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ecti-
ve logo on front

pageVWTRAIX-RUN ULTRA AS Light Vest 28

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYAMIDE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, INSERT: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Ultra-light yet highly functional. Perfect trail running vest with WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell that protects the upper body from cooling during mountain runs, but still 
offers enough storage space for power bars and media items.

Highly functional material mix • Napoleon pocket with zip • Off-center zip • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Close fi t collar • Abrasion resistant elastic binding on hem • 
Refl ective logo on front and back

pageTWSTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Tights3/4 28

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE

Multiday mountain runs. Tights for competition oriented athletes who need reliable weather protection. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell protects the knees and thighs 
against wind and cold.

Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back • 2 side mesh pockets • Flat-lock seams • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 48 cm / 
19 inches • Elastic hem • Refl ective logo on side

pageJWSTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Jacket 28

SHELL OUTSIDE: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Ultra mountain running. Robust jacket for long distance trail runners seeking weather protection. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell on the front protects against wind, rain 
and cold. Head band and fold out mittens included.

Highly functional material mix • 2 front zip pockets • Napoleon pocket with zip • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • 2-way front zip with semi-lock slider • Cuffs can be 
turned down and used as mittens • Close fi t collar • XXX new development • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve hem • Abrasion resistant elastic binding on 
hem • Refl ective print on hem • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageFEESSEESSENTIAL Socks 27

90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Extra support: these socks are made for running with extra padding, anti-friction seams and wicking fabric.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Elastic insert at instep minimizes pressure from shoelaces • Main structure made with light mesh for comfort • Foot arch with anti-twist 
elastic band • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped inside and outside • Left and right anatomical structure • Light, anatomical multi-contact padding support 
with ventilation zones under the foot

pageFEESSWESSENTIAL Thermo Socks 26

29% POLYAMIDE, 19% WOOL, 19% POLYACRYLIC, 23% POLYPROPYLENE, 10% ELASTANE

Extra warmth: Socks with Merino wool to keep your feet warm on a cold winter run. Extra padding and anti-friction seams provide extra comfort.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Main structure made with mesh in wool & Lycra® for thermal insulation, comfort, sensitivity • Foot arch with anti-twist elastic band for extra 
grip with graduated stretchable mesh • Protection padded inset to prevent from shoelace pressure • Ventilation zone under the toes and longitudinal channels along 
the foot • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped inside and outside • Left and right anatomical structure with padding

pageFEWTRAX-RUN ULTRA Socks 29

64% POLYAMIDE, 36% ELASTANE

Ultimate trail socks. Light weight with maximum protection for tough terrain. Padding reduces muscle vibration and protects the ankles. Special paddings for hard trail 
running shoes.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Extra-light elastic mesh wicks away perspiration and fi ts perfectly • Foot arch with anti-twist elastic band for extra grip with graduated 
stretchable mesh • Ventilation zone under the toes and longitudinal channels along the foot • Very comfortably shaped toe with anti-friction seam looped outside • 
Left and right anatomical structure with padding • Ankle protection • Achille‘s tendon back protection • Elastic insert at instep minimizes pressure from shoelaces

pageAXRUNSX-RUN ULTRA Sun Sleeves 29

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

UV-protection. These sun sleeves protect effectively from UV-rays in the mountains as well as on long summer runs.

Sun-protection material • Flat-lock seams • Gripper elastic on top edge • Refl ective transfer print to mark right and left • Refl ective logo on sleeve

pageAEXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Calf Sleeves 29

69% POLYAMIDE, 31% ELASTANE

These calf sleeves reduce muscle vibrations. Seamless and anatomical right and left construction.

Construction without seams • Left and right anatomical structure • Anti-stress cuff in Lycra®

pageGWLTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Glove 29

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, CUFF: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Extreme function: Trail running gloves for competitive trail runners. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell for complete wind protection, sweat absorbent inserts to keep hands dry 
and special fabric on the fi ngertips for touch screens.

Absorbent material on thumb and back of the hand for wiping away perspiration • Special material to use smart phone on fi ngertip of thumb and pointer • Elastic wrist 
• Silicone-coated palm for better grip • Silicone coated fi ngers • Pull-on tapes • Refl ective print on back of hand

pageTMXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Shorts 29

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 94% NYLON, 6% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 85% NYLON, 15% ELASTANE

Flyweight. Optimized with material and features, these running shorts with high waist, three pockets design, and fi xed inner tights set standards in the categories 
weight and comfort.

Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back • 2 front pockets • Fixed inner tights • Partial mesh inserts for better ventilation • Flat-lock seams • Adjustable 
elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length (Tight) 28 cm / 11 inches • Refl ective logo on side

pageSMXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Shirt 29

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Competition proven. Lightweight, technical shirt for the long distance trail runner. Highly functional fabrics for optimal ventilation. Short front zip and storage for nutriti-
on in the back.

Highly functional material mix • Raglan cut • Zip pocket on back • 2 side pockets on back • Flat-lock seams • Less friction thanks to ultrasonic seams • Short front 
zip • Zip-underfl ap • Mesh inserts for ventilation under arms • Refl ective logo on sleeve
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pageSLTRAIX-RUN ULTRA Shirt long 28

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Ultra-light: lightweight, tight-fi tting trail running shirt with UV-protection. Partially taped seams for reduced friction on the skin. Thumb hole in the sleeve and 3-fold cuff 
that can be used as mittens in cold weather.

Especially light thanks to seams with bonding technology • Flat-lock seams • Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Refl ecti-
ve logo on front

pageVWTRAIX-RUN ULTRA AS Light Vest 28

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYAMIDE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, INSERT: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Ultra-light yet highly functional. Perfect trail running vest with WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell that protects the upper body from cooling during mountain runs, but still 
offers enough storage space for power bars and media items.

Highly functional material mix • Napoleon pocket with zip • Off-center zip • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Close fi t collar • Abrasion resistant elastic binding on hem • 
Refl ective logo on front and back

pageTWSTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Tights3/4 28

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE

Multiday mountain runs. Tights for competition oriented athletes who need reliable weather protection. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell protects the knees and thighs 
against wind and cold.

Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back • 2 side mesh pockets • Flat-lock seams • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 48 cm / 
19 inches • Elastic hem • Refl ective logo on side

pageJWSTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Jacket 28

SHELL OUTSIDE: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Ultra mountain running. Robust jacket for long distance trail runners seeking weather protection. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell on the front protects against wind, rain 
and cold. Head band and fold out mittens included.

Highly functional material mix • 2 front zip pockets • Napoleon pocket with zip • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • 2-way front zip with semi-lock slider • Cuffs can be 
turned down and used as mittens • Close fi t collar • XXX new development • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve hem • Abrasion resistant elastic binding on 
hem • Refl ective print on hem • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageFEESSEESSENTIAL Socks 27

90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Extra support: these socks are made for running with extra padding, anti-friction seams and wicking fabric.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Elastic insert at instep minimizes pressure from shoelaces • Main structure made with light mesh for comfort • Foot arch with anti-twist 
elastic band • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped inside and outside • Left and right anatomical structure • Light, anatomical multi-contact padding support 
with ventilation zones under the foot

pageFEESSWESSENTIAL Thermo Socks 26

29% POLYAMIDE, 19% WOOL, 19% POLYACRYLIC, 23% POLYPROPYLENE, 10% ELASTANE

Extra warmth: Socks with Merino wool to keep your feet warm on a cold winter run. Extra padding and anti-friction seams provide extra comfort.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Main structure made with mesh in wool & Lycra® for thermal insulation, comfort, sensitivity • Foot arch with anti-twist elastic band for extra 
grip with graduated stretchable mesh • Protection padded inset to prevent from shoelace pressure • Ventilation zone under the toes and longitudinal channels along 
the foot • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped inside and outside • Left and right anatomical structure with padding

pageFEWTRAX-RUN ULTRA Socks 29

64% POLYAMIDE, 36% ELASTANE

Ultimate trail socks. Light weight with maximum protection for tough terrain. Padding reduces muscle vibration and protects the ankles. Special paddings for hard trail 
running shoes.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Extra-light elastic mesh wicks away perspiration and fi ts perfectly • Foot arch with anti-twist elastic band for extra grip with graduated 
stretchable mesh • Ventilation zone under the toes and longitudinal channels along the foot • Very comfortably shaped toe with anti-friction seam looped outside • 
Left and right anatomical structure with padding • Ankle protection • Achille‘s tendon back protection • Elastic insert at instep minimizes pressure from shoelaces

pageAXRUNSX-RUN ULTRA Sun Sleeves 29

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

UV-protection. These sun sleeves protect effectively from UV-rays in the mountains as well as on long summer runs.

Sun-protection material • Flat-lock seams • Gripper elastic on top edge • Refl ective transfer print to mark right and left • Refl ective logo on sleeve

pageAEXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Calf Sleeves 29

69% POLYAMIDE, 31% ELASTANE

These calf sleeves reduce muscle vibrations. Seamless and anatomical right and left construction.

Construction without seams • Left and right anatomical structure • Anti-stress cuff in Lycra®

pageGWLTRAX-RUN ULTRA SO Light Glove 29

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, CUFF: 92% POLYAMIDE, 8% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Extreme function: Trail running gloves for competitive trail runners. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell for complete wind protection, sweat absorbent inserts to keep hands dry 
and special fabric on the fi ngertips for touch screens.

Absorbent material on thumb and back of the hand for wiping away perspiration • Special material to use smart phone on fi ngertip of thumb and pointer • Elastic wrist 
• Silicone-coated palm for better grip • Silicone coated fi ngers • Pull-on tapes • Refl ective print on back of hand

pageTMXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Shorts 29

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 94% NYLON, 6% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 85% NYLON, 15% ELASTANE

Flyweight. Optimized with material and features, these running shorts with high waist, three pockets design, and fi xed inner tights set standards in the categories 
weight and comfort.

Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back • 2 front pockets • Fixed inner tights • Partial mesh inserts for better ventilation • Flat-lock seams • Adjustable 
elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length (Tight) 28 cm / 11 inches • Refl ective logo on side

pageSMXRUNX-RUN ULTRA Shirt 29

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Competition proven. Lightweight, technical shirt for the long distance trail runner. Highly functional fabrics for optimal ventilation. Short front zip and storage for nutriti-
on in the back.

Highly functional material mix • Raglan cut • Zip pocket on back • 2 side pockets on back • Flat-lock seams • Less friction thanks to ultrasonic seams • Short front 
zip • Zip-underfl ap • Mesh inserts for ventilation under arms • Refl ective logo on sleeve
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pageSXRUNMX-RUNNING Zip Shirt long 32

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Ultra-light running shirt for the seasonal transition. Barely noticeable, partly glued seems and a mix of materials for maximized ventilation and protection from abrasion 
from backpacks.

Concealed back zip pocket • Raglan cut • Flat-lock seams • Less friction thanks to ultrasonic seams • Short front zip • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Abrasion re-
sistant print on shoulder • Close fi t collar • Partial mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageJWLXRUX-RUNNING Light AS Jacket 31

SHELL: 100% POLYAMIDE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE

A must-have on every long run. Easy to bunch up into the size of your fi st. Weighs only 118 grams/4.16 oz (size L). Easy to carry in any waistbelt or pocket.

Stow pocket inside • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve-hem and on hem • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Small underlayer for zip on collar • Refl ective print 
on sleeves • Refl ective print on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageJWXRUMX-RUNNING AS Jacket 31

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

This jacket is a lifesaver for all long-distance runners. Also suitable for cross-over. A favourite amongst the GORE RUNNING WEAR® athletes.

Highly functional material mix • Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Abrasion-resistant fabric on shoulder and hip areas (backpack zones) • Napoleon 
pocket with zip closure, usable as stow-away pocket • Additional small zipped pocket inside Napoleon pocket • Less friction thanks to ultrasonic seams • Abrasion-re-
sistant tape on shoulder seams • Hood with extra large fi eld of vision • Adjustable hood (width and fi eld of vision) • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and 
zip-port • Zip at forearm with mesh insert for easy changing and for ventilation • Close fi t collar • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on back

pageTSOXRFX-RUNNING SO Pants 31

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 88% POLYAMIDE, 12% ELASTANE

Added value. For the ambitous trail-runner demanding windproofness and top functionality without a tight fi t.

Highly functional material mix • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Vents at knees • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ec-
tive piping on lateral hem • 2 front zip pockets • Refl ective print on back of trouser legs • Refl ective logo on side • Refl ective logo on calf

pageJGMXRUX-RUNNING 2.0 GT AS Jacket 31

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYAMIDE, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Weather protection on the trail. Functional, lightweight, and highly breathable GORE-TEX® Active hooded jacket with backpack optimized cut and details.

Napoleon pocket with zip • Abrasion-resistant tape on shoulder seams • Close-fi tting hood • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers 
and elastic drawstring • Refl ective piping on front and back • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageFEXRUUX-RUN ULTRA Socks short 30

80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Endurance socks. Perfectly optimized low-cut socks for ultra trail runners. Maximum protection in tough shoes for ankle and Achilles‘ tendon.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Whole elastic structure in Tactel® + Lycra® light mesh for maximum foot comfort and perfect fi t • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-lo-
oped inside and outside • Light, anatomical multi-contact padding support • Left and right anatomical structure with padding • Ventilation zone under the toes and 
longitudinal channels along the foot

pageFEXRUNX-RUNNING Socks 33

40% POLYESTER, 25% POLYPROPYLENE, 25% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Made for trail running: Band of anti-twist knitting at arch of the foot for extra stability and less friction. Extra ventilation and heel protection make them the best socks 
for long cross-country runs.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Medium density mesh in Coolmax® - high breathability, protection and constant venting • Achille‘s tendon back protection • Protective 
layer for toes in Cordura® provides impact protection and reduces wear and tear • Top foot protection padding in polypropylene to minimize shoelace pressure • Ankle 
protection • Left and right anatomical structure • Very comfortably shaped toe with anti-friction seam looped outside • Ventilation zone under the toes

pageFXRGAOX-RUNNING Shoe Gaiter 32

SHELL OUTSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, CUFF: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

The favourite of trail runners: short and airy summer leggings that prevent stones, leaves and other obstacles from getting into your shoes when running on rough 
terrain.

Highly functional material mix • Gripper elastic on bottom edge • Refl ective logo • Adjustable velcro fastening

pageAWXRUNX-RUNNING SO Arm Warmers 32

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, CUFF: 85% NYLON, 15% ELASTANE

Flexible arm warmth. Essential arm warmers for endurance athletes who run in changing weather conditions. Keep your arms warm and dry with water resistant and 
completely windproof WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell. Lightweight and easy to stow.

Highly functional material mix • Flat-lock seams • Gripper elastic on top edge • Pre-shaped elbows • Elastic sleeve cuff • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective logo 
on side

pageTXRUTWX-RUNNING 2.0 Shorts 32

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 78% NYLON, 22% ELASTANE

Shorts and tights combo for long distance trail running. Tights support and keep muscles warm and in place. Shorts with gel holder and key pocket.

Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back • 2 side mesh pockets • Fixed inner tights • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with 
fl at cord • Inseam length 28 cm / 11 inches • Refl ective print on side • Refl ective logo on side • Elastic loops on back waistband to attach energy food

pageTXRUNUX-RUNNING Tights 32

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

All-around protection. These running tights protect from cooling and protect against abrasion on lower leg and ankle area. UV protection during high altitude runs.

Zip pocket on back • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • 
Abrasion resistant print on inner ankle • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageSXRUNIX-RUNNING 2.0 Zip Shirt 32

MAIN FABRIC: 85% NYLON, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Trail running essential. Ultra lightweight three-season shirt with three back pockets. Material mix with high percentage of mesh for best venting balance.

Highly functional material mix • Raglan cut • Zip pocket on back • Mesh pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Short front zip • Zip-underfl ap • Mesh inserts for venti-
lation under arms and in back • Refl ective logo on front and back
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pageSXRUNMX-RUNNING Zip Shirt long 32

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Ultra-light running shirt for the seasonal transition. Barely noticeable, partly glued seems and a mix of materials for maximized ventilation and protection from abrasion 
from backpacks.

Concealed back zip pocket • Raglan cut • Flat-lock seams • Less friction thanks to ultrasonic seams • Short front zip • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Abrasion re-
sistant print on shoulder • Close fi t collar • Partial mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageJWLXRUX-RUNNING Light AS Jacket 31

SHELL: 100% POLYAMIDE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE

A must-have on every long run. Easy to bunch up into the size of your fi st. Weighs only 118 grams/4.16 oz (size L). Easy to carry in any waistbelt or pocket.

Stow pocket inside • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve-hem and on hem • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Small underlayer for zip on collar • Refl ective print 
on sleeves • Refl ective print on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageJWXRUMX-RUNNING AS Jacket 31

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

This jacket is a lifesaver for all long-distance runners. Also suitable for cross-over. A favourite amongst the GORE RUNNING WEAR® athletes.

Highly functional material mix • Stretch inserts for optimum freedom of movement • Abrasion-resistant fabric on shoulder and hip areas (backpack zones) • Napoleon 
pocket with zip closure, usable as stow-away pocket • Additional small zipped pocket inside Napoleon pocket • Less friction thanks to ultrasonic seams • Abrasion-re-
sistant tape on shoulder seams • Hood with extra large fi eld of vision • Adjustable hood (width and fi eld of vision) • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and 
zip-port • Zip at forearm with mesh insert for easy changing and for ventilation • Close fi t collar • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on back

pageTSOXRFX-RUNNING SO Pants 31

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 88% POLYAMIDE, 12% ELASTANE

Added value. For the ambitous trail-runner demanding windproofness and top functionality without a tight fi t.

Highly functional material mix • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Vents at knees • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ec-
tive piping on lateral hem • 2 front zip pockets • Refl ective print on back of trouser legs • Refl ective logo on side • Refl ective logo on calf

pageJGMXRUX-RUNNING 2.0 GT AS Jacket 31

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYAMIDE, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Weather protection on the trail. Functional, lightweight, and highly breathable GORE-TEX® Active hooded jacket with backpack optimized cut and details.

Napoleon pocket with zip • Abrasion-resistant tape on shoulder seams • Close-fi tting hood • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers 
and elastic drawstring • Refl ective piping on front and back • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageFEXRUUX-RUN ULTRA Socks short 30

80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Endurance socks. Perfectly optimized low-cut socks for ultra trail runners. Maximum protection in tough shoes for ankle and Achilles‘ tendon.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Whole elastic structure in Tactel® + Lycra® light mesh for maximum foot comfort and perfect fi t • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-lo-
oped inside and outside • Light, anatomical multi-contact padding support • Left and right anatomical structure with padding • Ventilation zone under the toes and 
longitudinal channels along the foot

pageFEXRUNX-RUNNING Socks 33

40% POLYESTER, 25% POLYPROPYLENE, 25% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Made for trail running: Band of anti-twist knitting at arch of the foot for extra stability and less friction. Extra ventilation and heel protection make them the best socks 
for long cross-country runs.

Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Medium density mesh in Coolmax® - high breathability, protection and constant venting • Achille‘s tendon back protection • Protective 
layer for toes in Cordura® provides impact protection and reduces wear and tear • Top foot protection padding in polypropylene to minimize shoelace pressure • Ankle 
protection • Left and right anatomical structure • Very comfortably shaped toe with anti-friction seam looped outside • Ventilation zone under the toes

pageFXRGAOX-RUNNING Shoe Gaiter 32

SHELL OUTSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, CUFF: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

The favourite of trail runners: short and airy summer leggings that prevent stones, leaves and other obstacles from getting into your shoes when running on rough 
terrain.

Highly functional material mix • Gripper elastic on bottom edge • Refl ective logo • Adjustable velcro fastening

pageAWXRUNX-RUNNING SO Arm Warmers 32

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, CUFF: 85% NYLON, 15% ELASTANE

Flexible arm warmth. Essential arm warmers for endurance athletes who run in changing weather conditions. Keep your arms warm and dry with water resistant and 
completely windproof WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell. Lightweight and easy to stow.

Highly functional material mix • Flat-lock seams • Gripper elastic on top edge • Pre-shaped elbows • Elastic sleeve cuff • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective logo 
on side

pageTXRUTWX-RUNNING 2.0 Shorts 32

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, INNER PANTS: 78% NYLON, 22% ELASTANE

Shorts and tights combo for long distance trail running. Tights support and keep muscles warm and in place. Shorts with gel holder and key pocket.

Highly functional material mix • Zip pocket on back • 2 side mesh pockets • Fixed inner tights • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Adjustable elastic waistband with 
fl at cord • Inseam length 28 cm / 11 inches • Refl ective print on side • Refl ective logo on side • Elastic loops on back waistband to attach energy food

pageTXRUNUX-RUNNING Tights 32

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

All-around protection. These running tights protect from cooling and protect against abrasion on lower leg and ankle area. UV protection during high altitude runs.

Zip pocket on back • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • 
Abrasion resistant print on inner ankle • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective logo on front and back

pageSXRUNIX-RUNNING 2.0 Zip Shirt 32

MAIN FABRIC: 85% NYLON, 15% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Trail running essential. Ultra lightweight three-season shirt with three back pockets. Material mix with high percentage of mesh for best venting balance.

Highly functional material mix • Raglan cut • Zip pocket on back • Mesh pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Short front zip • Zip-underfl ap • Mesh inserts for venti-
lation under arms and in back • Refl ective logo on front and back
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pageTMYTTLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 Thermo Tights 35

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

For extra warmth in cold conditions. The comfortable napped inner side keeps your legs warm and comfortable even in cold conditions. Many details for high visibility 
and high next-to-skin comfort through elastic knee area.

Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft, wide and elastic waistband, adjustable with cord • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • Zip pocket on back • 
Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on side

pageSMYTTLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 Th Shirt long 35

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% POLYESTER, 15% ELASTANE

Winter running shirt. The smooth inner side keeps you warm when running in extremely cold weather. Wear under a jacket or wear alone in moderately cold conditions. 
Includes a variety of visibility details.

Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Zipper with refl ective detail • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Small, zipped pocket on back • Refl ective 
print on sleeves • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on sleeve

pageTWSMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Tights 34

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Award winner. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running tight with a soft napped inner side. High stretchability on hem and knee for optimum freedom of movement. Boasts a 
variety of visibility details.

Highly functional material mix • Flat-lock seams • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zipper with 
semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Refl ective logo on side • Refl ective logo on back • Refl ective print on sides

pageVWMYLLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Li Vest 34

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Lightweight and warm. This WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell vest is designed with a slim fi t for the female ambitious runner. Boasts a variety of refl ective details to guarantee 
good visibility in poor light conditions.

Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front zip pockets • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers in 
pockets • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sides • Pocket with cable outlet

pageJWSMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Jacket 34

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Best seller with top features. Versatile and lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell jacket is designed with a special double-collar and cuff construction to protect 
against cold-gaps. Boasts a variety of all around visibility details.

Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front zip pockets • Ventilation in back • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks 
to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective print on sleeves • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole • Pocket 
with cable outlet

pageJGAMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 GT AS Jacket 34

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Top gear against the rain. Run all year long in this waterproof and extremely breathable GORE-TEX® Active jacket. It boasts a variety of refl ective details to improve 
visibility in low light conditions.

Adjustable collar with easy-to-operate cord stopper for one-handed use • Velcro fastening for separate hood • Pre-shaped elbows • Adjustable cuff • 2 front zip 
pockets • Integrated security pocket on right • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to 
cord stoppers in pockets • Side ventilation openings • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective print on sleeves

pageVWLAIRAIR LADY WS AS Vest 36

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Windproof, feminine vest made out of lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell fabric. With a high collar, slightly longer cut, ventilation-openings and two pockets it is 
an ideal complement for training on cooler days.

2 front pockets with concealed zip • Inner pocket secure key attachment • Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Zip-port • Side ventilation openings • Refl ective piping 
on front, back and side • Refl ective logo on shoulder • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective logo on back • 2-way front zip

pageJWLAIRAIR LADY WS AS Jacket 36

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Feminine and slightly longer cut, a high collar and ventilation on the back are making this jacket a must-have for changing weather. The lightweight WINDSTOPPER® 
Active Shell fabric provides wind protection. Two zipped pockets add ample storage.

2 front pockets with concealed zip • Inner pocket secure key attachment • 2-way front zip • Zip-port • Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Side ventilation openings 
• Refl ective piping on front, back and side • Refl ective print on sleeves • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Elastic sleeve cuff with 
thumbhole

pageSWLAIRAIR LADY WS SO Shirt long 36

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Feminine cut combined with function. The soft WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric provides optimal running comfort. Many details make this totally windproof jersey an 
absolute favorite piece of gear.

Zip pocket on back • Front zip pocket • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve hem • Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens • Refl ective logo on sleeve • 
Ventilation in back • Refl ective piping on front, back and side

pageJGAIRLAIR LADY GT AS Jacket 36

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Rain jacket with a tight-fi tting hood for ambitious runners who like to train even in bad weather. The feminine, slightly longer cut together with the GORE-TEX® Active 
fabric offers superior breathability and optimized freedom of movement.

Close-fi tting hood • Inner pocket secure key attachment • 2-way front zip • Zip-port • Adjustable cuff • Refl ective piping on front, back and side • Refl ective logo on 
front and back • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring

pageGWSMYLMYTHOS LADY WS Gloves 35

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Soft and insulating WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running gloves. They boast a variety of visibility details and come with special fabric inserts on the index fi ngers and 
thumb built specifi cally for functionality with touch screens.

Special material to use smart phone on fi ngertip of thumb and pointer • Absorbent material on thumb and back of the hand for wiping away perspiration • Silicone-co-
ated palm for better grip • Elastic wrist • Fleece lining • Long wrist-cuffs • Zip pocket on left inner cuff • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo

pageHWSMYLMYTHOS LADY WS Beany 35

TOP: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, HEADBAND: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Versatile warmth. Warm running beany with opening for the pony tail. Can also be worn as a headband. WINDSTOPPER® protection on forehead, ears and neck. Boasts 
many visibility details.

Highly functional material mix • Usable as a beanie or headband • Beanie with ponytail-opening • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back
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pageTMYTTLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 Thermo Tights 35

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

For extra warmth in cold conditions. The comfortable napped inner side keeps your legs warm and comfortable even in cold conditions. Many details for high visibility 
and high next-to-skin comfort through elastic knee area.

Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft, wide and elastic waistband, adjustable with cord • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • Zip pocket on back • 
Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on side

pageSMYTTLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 Th Shirt long 35

MAIN FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% POLYESTER, 15% ELASTANE

Winter running shirt. The smooth inner side keeps you warm when running in extremely cold weather. Wear under a jacket or wear alone in moderately cold conditions. 
Includes a variety of visibility details.

Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Zipper with refl ective detail • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Small, zipped pocket on back • Refl ective 
print on sleeves • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on sleeve

pageTWSMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Tights 34

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, INSERT: 85% POLYAMIDE, 15% ELASTANE

Award winner. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running tight with a soft napped inner side. High stretchability on hem and knee for optimum freedom of movement. Boasts a 
variety of visibility details.

Highly functional material mix • Flat-lock seams • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zipper with 
semi-lock slider and refl ective piping on lateral hem • Refl ective logo on side • Refl ective logo on back • Refl ective print on sides

pageVWMYLLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Li Vest 34

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Lightweight and warm. This WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell vest is designed with a slim fi t for the female ambitious runner. Boasts a variety of refl ective details to guarantee 
good visibility in poor light conditions.

Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front zip pockets • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers in 
pockets • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sides • Pocket with cable outlet

pageJWSMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 WS SO Jacket 34

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Best seller with top features. Versatile and lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell jacket is designed with a special double-collar and cuff construction to protect 
against cold-gaps. Boasts a variety of all around visibility details.

Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front zip pockets • Ventilation in back • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks 
to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective print on sleeves • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole • Pocket 
with cable outlet

pageJGAMYLMYTHOS LADY 2.0 GT AS Jacket 34

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Top gear against the rain. Run all year long in this waterproof and extremely breathable GORE-TEX® Active jacket. It boasts a variety of refl ective details to improve 
visibility in low light conditions.

Adjustable collar with easy-to-operate cord stopper for one-handed use • Velcro fastening for separate hood • Pre-shaped elbows • Adjustable cuff • 2 front zip 
pockets • Integrated security pocket on right • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to 
cord stoppers in pockets • Side ventilation openings • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective print on sleeves

pageVWLAIRAIR LADY WS AS Vest 36

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Windproof, feminine vest made out of lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell fabric. With a high collar, slightly longer cut, ventilation-openings and two pockets it is 
an ideal complement for training on cooler days.

2 front pockets with concealed zip • Inner pocket secure key attachment • Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Zip-port • Side ventilation openings • Refl ective piping 
on front, back and side • Refl ective logo on shoulder • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective logo on back • 2-way front zip

pageJWLAIRAIR LADY WS AS Jacket 36

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Feminine and slightly longer cut, a high collar and ventilation on the back are making this jacket a must-have for changing weather. The lightweight WINDSTOPPER® 
Active Shell fabric provides wind protection. Two zipped pockets add ample storage.

2 front pockets with concealed zip • Inner pocket secure key attachment • 2-way front zip • Zip-port • Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Side ventilation openings 
• Refl ective piping on front, back and side • Refl ective print on sleeves • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Elastic sleeve cuff with 
thumbhole

pageSWLAIRAIR LADY WS SO Shirt long 36

MAIN FABRIC: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Feminine cut combined with function. The soft WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric provides optimal running comfort. Many details make this totally windproof jersey an 
absolute favorite piece of gear.

Zip pocket on back • Front zip pocket • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve hem • Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens • Refl ective logo on sleeve • 
Ventilation in back • Refl ective piping on front, back and side

pageJGAIRLAIR LADY GT AS Jacket 36

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Rain jacket with a tight-fi tting hood for ambitious runners who like to train even in bad weather. The feminine, slightly longer cut together with the GORE-TEX® Active 
fabric offers superior breathability and optimized freedom of movement.

Close-fi tting hood • Inner pocket secure key attachment • 2-way front zip • Zip-port • Adjustable cuff • Refl ective piping on front, back and side • Refl ective logo on 
front and back • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring

pageGWSMYLMYTHOS LADY WS Gloves 35

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Soft and insulating WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running gloves. They boast a variety of visibility details and come with special fabric inserts on the index fi ngers and 
thumb built specifi cally for functionality with touch screens.

Special material to use smart phone on fi ngertip of thumb and pointer • Absorbent material on thumb and back of the hand for wiping away perspiration • Silicone-co-
ated palm for better grip • Elastic wrist • Fleece lining • Long wrist-cuffs • Zip pocket on left inner cuff • Refl ective tape on back of hand • Refl ective logo

pageHWSMYLMYTHOS LADY WS Beany 35

TOP: 95% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE, HEADBAND: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Versatile warmth. Warm running beany with opening for the pony tail. Can also be worn as a headband. WINDSTOPPER® protection on forehead, ears and neck. Boasts 
many visibility details.

Highly functional material mix • Usable as a beanie or headband • Beanie with ponytail-opening • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective logo on front and back
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pageSAIRLDAIR LADY Shirt 37

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Slim fi t running shirt. The elegant collar, ventilation inserts and a soft, elastic fabric are perfectly combined with various functional details.

Zip pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on sleeve

pageSAIRLLAIR LADY Shirt long 37

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Lightweight long sleeves shirt made from soft functional material. An elegant collar solution and ventilation inserts in the back are combined with a clean and functio-
nal design.

Zip pocket on back • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on collar

pageSLAIRZAIR LADY Zip Shirt long 37

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Perfect for changing seasons. This versatile long sleeve shirt for ambitious runners provides ideal running comfort even on cooler days thanks to the integrated fold out 
hand warmers and a high collar and a small pocket on the upper sleeve.

Sleeve-pocket with cable-outlet • Close fi t collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve hem • Cuffs can be turned down and used 
as mittens • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective logo on sleeve • Refl ective print on sleeves

pageSTLAIRAIR LADY Thermo Shirt long 37

MAIN FABRIC: 80% POLYESTER, 20% ELASTANE

Stay in the zone even on cooler days. Close-fi tting long-sleeve shirt with full-length zipper for the demanding runner. Transports sweat reliably to prevent chills. 
Thoughtful seam placement to avoid annoying chafi ng or irritation.

Full length zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Close fi t collar • 2 front pockets with concealed zip • Pocket with additional internal security pocket 
• Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on sleeve • Sleeve hem with thumbhole

pageSHLAIRAIR LADY Hooded Shirt long 37

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Style and function not just for your run. This thermo-stretch hoody keeps you warm and feels good on. Cut and features satisfy the most demanding runner. Guaranteed 
to quickly become a favorite!

Comfortable, loose fi t hood • 3/4 length zip • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Pocket with additional internal security pocket • 2 front pockets • Refl ective print 
on back • Refl ective logo on hem • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve hem

pagePWAIRLAIR LADY WS AS Pants 37

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

These lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell running pants are ideal for training in changing weather, keeping you warm and comfortable. Legs and waist width are 
adjustable thanks to the elastic drawstrings.

Broad waistband for increased comfort • Mesh pocket with zip on back • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective print on back 
• Refl ective logo on front

pageHWHAIRAIR LADY WS Headband 38

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE

One stylish companion on cool days. This headband can be worn with the wide or the narrow part at the front, per personal preference or temperature. WINDSTOPPER® 
technology protects you from the wind and transports moisture away from your skin.

Refl ective print on sides • Highly functional material mix • Headband with the option to wear either the narrow or broad side to the front

pageTAIRSKAIR LADY Skirt 38

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Running skirt made of lightweight and soft functional material with an extra wide waistband. Worn together with short tights or _ tights this skirt can be used in various 
temperature ranges.

Zip pocket on back • Broad waistband for increased comfort • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on back

pageTLAIRDAIR LADY Tights 3/4 38

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, INSERT: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE

Favorite piece. Feminine _ running tights with extra wide waistband to avoid pressure points at the stomach for highest comfort. Several functional details complete 
these tights.

Concealed front zip pocket • Flat-lock seams • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • Refl ective print on hem • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective logo on 
front

pageTLAIRZAIR LADY Tights 38

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

Lightweight running long tights for ambitious runners. A wide comfort waistband and ventilation inserts in the back of the knees provide best running comfort. Pockets 
and refl ective details complete these tights.

Zip pocket on back • Front pocket • Flat-lock seams • Zip with semi-lock slider • Elastic hemline • Refl ective print on side • Refl ective logo on calf

pageTTLAIRAIR LADY Thermo Tights 38

MAIN FABRIC: 80% POLYESTER, 20% ELASTANE

Tights for long runs in autumn and winter. Comfort and freedom of movement always guaranteed. Extra wide waistband distributes pressure evenly for more comfort 
and keeps the tights exactly where they belong.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Zip pocket on back • Side mesh pocket • Flat-lock seams • Comfortable elastic waistband • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective 
logo

pageITAIRDAIR LADY Tank Top 38

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH -1: 100% POLYESTER, MESH -2: 94% POLYAMIDE, 6% ELASTANE

Feminine cut tank top with a slightly longer tail. The built-in bra provides comfortable support and a perfect fi t. The elaborate layering look and a minimized number of 
seams provide a loose but still body-shaping silhouette.

Back pocket • Integrated support bra with wide and soft rubber elastic • Flat-lock seams • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective 
logo on side
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pageSAIRLDAIR LADY Shirt 37

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Slim fi t running shirt. The elegant collar, ventilation inserts and a soft, elastic fabric are perfectly combined with various functional details.

Zip pocket on back • Flat-lock seams • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on sleeve

pageSAIRLLAIR LADY Shirt long 37

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Lightweight long sleeves shirt made from soft functional material. An elegant collar solution and ventilation inserts in the back are combined with a clean and functio-
nal design.

Zip pocket on back • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on collar

pageSLAIRZAIR LADY Zip Shirt long 37

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Perfect for changing seasons. This versatile long sleeve shirt for ambitious runners provides ideal running comfort even on cooler days thanks to the integrated fold out 
hand warmers and a high collar and a small pocket on the upper sleeve.

Sleeve-pocket with cable-outlet • Close fi t collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve hem • Cuffs can be turned down and used 
as mittens • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective logo on sleeve • Refl ective print on sleeves

pageSTLAIRAIR LADY Thermo Shirt long 37

MAIN FABRIC: 80% POLYESTER, 20% ELASTANE

Stay in the zone even on cooler days. Close-fi tting long-sleeve shirt with full-length zipper for the demanding runner. Transports sweat reliably to prevent chills. 
Thoughtful seam placement to avoid annoying chafi ng or irritation.

Full length zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Close fi t collar • 2 front pockets with concealed zip • Pocket with additional internal security pocket 
• Refl ective print on back • Refl ective logo on sleeve • Sleeve hem with thumbhole

pageSHLAIRAIR LADY Hooded Shirt long 37

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Style and function not just for your run. This thermo-stretch hoody keeps you warm and feels good on. Cut and features satisfy the most demanding runner. Guaranteed 
to quickly become a favorite!

Comfortable, loose fi t hood • 3/4 length zip • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Pocket with additional internal security pocket • 2 front pockets • Refl ective print 
on back • Refl ective logo on hem • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Wear-resistant elastic binding on sleeve hem

pagePWAIRLAIR LADY WS AS Pants 37

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 87% POLYESTER, 13% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

These lightweight WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell running pants are ideal for training in changing weather, keeping you warm and comfortable. Legs and waist width are 
adjustable thanks to the elastic drawstrings.

Broad waistband for increased comfort • Mesh pocket with zip on back • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective print on back 
• Refl ective logo on front

pageHWHAIRAIR LADY WS Headband 38

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE

One stylish companion on cool days. This headband can be worn with the wide or the narrow part at the front, per personal preference or temperature. WINDSTOPPER® 
technology protects you from the wind and transports moisture away from your skin.

Refl ective print on sides • Highly functional material mix • Headband with the option to wear either the narrow or broad side to the front

pageTAIRSKAIR LADY Skirt 38

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Running skirt made of lightweight and soft functional material with an extra wide waistband. Worn together with short tights or _ tights this skirt can be used in various 
temperature ranges.

Zip pocket on back • Broad waistband for increased comfort • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective print on back

pageTLAIRDAIR LADY Tights 3/4 38

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, INSERT: 78% POLYAMIDE, 22% ELASTANE

Favorite piece. Feminine _ running tights with extra wide waistband to avoid pressure points at the stomach for highest comfort. Several functional details complete 
these tights.

Concealed front zip pocket • Flat-lock seams • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • Refl ective print on hem • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective logo on 
front

pageTLAIRZAIR LADY Tights 38

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE

Lightweight running long tights for ambitious runners. A wide comfort waistband and ventilation inserts in the back of the knees provide best running comfort. Pockets 
and refl ective details complete these tights.

Zip pocket on back • Front pocket • Flat-lock seams • Zip with semi-lock slider • Elastic hemline • Refl ective print on side • Refl ective logo on calf

pageTTLAIRAIR LADY Thermo Tights 38

MAIN FABRIC: 80% POLYESTER, 20% ELASTANE

Tights for long runs in autumn and winter. Comfort and freedom of movement always guaranteed. Extra wide waistband distributes pressure evenly for more comfort 
and keeps the tights exactly where they belong.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Zip pocket on back • Side mesh pocket • Flat-lock seams • Comfortable elastic waistband • Refl ective print on sides • Refl ective 
logo

pageITAIRDAIR LADY Tank Top 38

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE, MESH -1: 100% POLYESTER, MESH -2: 94% POLYAMIDE, 6% ELASTANE

Feminine cut tank top with a slightly longer tail. The built-in bra provides comfortable support and a perfect fi t. The elaborate layering look and a minimized number of 
seams provide a loose but still body-shaping silhouette.

Back pocket • Integrated support bra with wide and soft rubber elastic • Flat-lock seams • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Refl ective print on back • Refl ective 
logo on side
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pagePWSUNLSUNLIGHT LADY WS SO Slim Pants 40

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Straight through the transition season. The slim, straight-cut WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell pants fl awlessly protect female fi tness runners from wind and cold. The bi-co-
lored hem and hip pockets create a fresh look.

Highly functional material mix • Soft, wide and elastic waistband, adjustable with cord • Small inside key pocket on waistband • 2 hip pockets • Refl ective piping on 
back

pageSWSULHSUNLIGHT LADY WS SO Hoody 40

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

For the female fi tness runner. Made from warm and soft WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell. Built with many functional details like a tight fi tted hood, two front pockets and 
elastic cuffs with thumbholes.

Highly functional material mix • 2 front zip pockets • Media pocket with cable outlet • Hood with ponytail-opening • Front zip • Hem width can be adjusted using just 
one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective piping on back • Refl ective logo on hem

pageJWSSUNSUNLIGHT SO LADY Jacket 40

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Form follows function. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell jacket for the female fi tness runner. Offers great freedom of movement combined with optimum protection against 
wind and cold. Versatile and warm.

Thermo-stretch inserts in parts for optimum freedom of movement • Close fi t high collar • Full length zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front pockets with concealed zip 
• Front media pocket with cable outlet • Concealed zip pocket at chest • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole • Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens • Hem 
width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective piping on back • Refl ective logo on front

pageJGSUNWSUNLIGHT 3.0 GT AS LADY Jacket 40

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Active in the rain. Comfortable cut, up-to-date design and unrestricted breathability are the core values of this GORE-TEX® Active jacket. Complemented with many 
functional details that will be appreciated by any female fi tness runner.

2 front zip pockets • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Velcro fastening for separate hood • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to 
cord stoppers in pockets • Elastic sleeve cuff • Refl ective piping on front and back • Refl ective logo on front

pageFEAIRLAIR LADY Socks 39

90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Running socks designed not to move inside the shoes, with cushioned and reinforced areas where protection is needed, and extra venting where this is needed.

Main structure made with light mesh for comfort • 2-way elastic mesh with alternating stitches knitting for best perspiration and perfect fi t • Foot arch with anti-twist 
elastic band • Left and right anatomical structure • Wave-shaped cuff for ergonomic wear • Very comfortably shaped toe with anti-friction seam looped outside • 
Ventilation zone under the toes

pageGWLAIRAIR LADY WS Gloves 39

BACKHAND: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, PALM: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, LINING: 
100% POLYESTER

Warm, breathable gloves that defy any weather. WINDSTOPPER® fabric lets your skin breathe while still keeping your fi ngers warm when it‘s cool outside. Special touch-
screen inserts on the fi ngertips allow you to use your mobile devices.

Absorbent material on thumb for wiping away perspiration • Special material to use smart phone on fi ngertip of thumb and pointer • Zip pocket on left inner cuff • 
Refl ective print on back of hand • Refl ective logo

pageTSUNPQSUNLIGHT LADY Pants 3/4 41

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Fashionable. 3/4 slim pants with knee-cuffs for the fashionable female fi tness runner. Tight fi t on hips, straight cut on thighs for a fresh look. Soft and lightweight 
material with a comfortably wide waistline.

Thin and soft fabric • Soft, wide and elastic waistband, adjustable with cord • 2 hip pockets • Inseam length 43 cm / 17 inches • Wide elastic cuff • Refl ective piping 
on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageTSUNLESUNLIGHT LADY Slim Pants 41

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Fresh and functional. Running pants for the female fi tness runner made from functional thermo material. Tight fi t on hips and thigh, straight cut from the knees. The 
wide and comfy bi-color hem and two hip pockets create a fresh accent.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Small inside key pocket on waistband • 2 hip pockets • Refl ective piping in front • Refl ective logo on front

pageSLSUNCSUNLIGHT 4.0 LADY Shirt 41

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Light-as-Air running shirt with layered look for the ambitious female runner.Function that always looks good, Indoors and out.

Stretch material for more freedom of movement • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Refl ective piping on sleeves • Refl ective logo on front

pageSSUNTLSUNLIGHT LADY Thermo Shirt lg 41

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Fashionable, tricolored and versatile. Insulating long sleeve shirt for the recreational female runner. Long, generous cut, cosy material, cuffs with thumbhole and integ-
rated fold-out mitts give comfort and warmth.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Kangaroo pocket with zipped media pocket inside • Flat-lock seams • Short front zip • Sleeve hem with handcover and thumbhole 
• Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens • Close fi t collar • Refl ective piping on back • Refl ective logo on hem

pageVWISULSUNLIGHT LADY WS Insul Vest 41

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, WADDING: 100% POLYESTER, LINING: 100% POLYAMIDE

A special piece of warmth. Modern, hip length WINDSTOPPER® Insulated Shell running vest providing extra insulation for the female fi tness runner. Versatile piece for 
extra warmth.

PrimaLoft® insulation • Close fi t high collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front zip pockets • Refl ective piping on back

pageVSUNLLSUNLIGHT 3.0 AS LADY Vest 41

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Fashion meets performance. Fashionable, over hip-length, slim fi t WINDSTOPPER® running vest for ambitious female runners who care about style and details.

Ventilation in back • Mesh lining • 2 front zip pockets • Pocket with cable outlet • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective logo 
on front and back • Refl ective piping on back
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pagePWSUNLSUNLIGHT LADY WS SO Slim Pants 40

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Straight through the transition season. The slim, straight-cut WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell pants fl awlessly protect female fi tness runners from wind and cold. The bi-co-
lored hem and hip pockets create a fresh look.

Highly functional material mix • Soft, wide and elastic waistband, adjustable with cord • Small inside key pocket on waistband • 2 hip pockets • Refl ective piping on 
back

pageSWSULHSUNLIGHT LADY WS SO Hoody 40

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

For the female fi tness runner. Made from warm and soft WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell. Built with many functional details like a tight fi tted hood, two front pockets and 
elastic cuffs with thumbholes.

Highly functional material mix • 2 front zip pockets • Media pocket with cable outlet • Hood with ponytail-opening • Front zip • Hem width can be adjusted using just 
one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective piping on back • Refl ective logo on hem

pageJWSSUNSUNLIGHT SO LADY Jacket 40

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Form follows function. WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell jacket for the female fi tness runner. Offers great freedom of movement combined with optimum protection against 
wind and cold. Versatile and warm.

Thermo-stretch inserts in parts for optimum freedom of movement • Close fi t high collar • Full length zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front pockets with concealed zip 
• Front media pocket with cable outlet • Concealed zip pocket at chest • Elastic sleeve cuff with thumbhole • Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens • Hem 
width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective piping on back • Refl ective logo on front

pageJGSUNWSUNLIGHT 3.0 GT AS LADY Jacket 40

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Active in the rain. Comfortable cut, up-to-date design and unrestricted breathability are the core values of this GORE-TEX® Active jacket. Complemented with many 
functional details that will be appreciated by any female fi tness runner.

2 front zip pockets • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Velcro fastening for separate hood • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to 
cord stoppers in pockets • Elastic sleeve cuff • Refl ective piping on front and back • Refl ective logo on front

pageFEAIRLAIR LADY Socks 39

90% POLYAMIDE, 10% ELASTANE

Running socks designed not to move inside the shoes, with cushioned and reinforced areas where protection is needed, and extra venting where this is needed.

Main structure made with light mesh for comfort • 2-way elastic mesh with alternating stitches knitting for best perspiration and perfect fi t • Foot arch with anti-twist 
elastic band • Left and right anatomical structure • Wave-shaped cuff for ergonomic wear • Very comfortably shaped toe with anti-friction seam looped outside • 
Ventilation zone under the toes

pageGWLAIRAIR LADY WS Gloves 39

BACKHAND: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, PALM: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE, LINING: 
100% POLYESTER

Warm, breathable gloves that defy any weather. WINDSTOPPER® fabric lets your skin breathe while still keeping your fi ngers warm when it‘s cool outside. Special touch-
screen inserts on the fi ngertips allow you to use your mobile devices.

Absorbent material on thumb for wiping away perspiration • Special material to use smart phone on fi ngertip of thumb and pointer • Zip pocket on left inner cuff • 
Refl ective print on back of hand • Refl ective logo

pageTSUNPQSUNLIGHT LADY Pants 3/4 41

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Fashionable. 3/4 slim pants with knee-cuffs for the fashionable female fi tness runner. Tight fi t on hips, straight cut on thighs for a fresh look. Soft and lightweight 
material with a comfortably wide waistline.

Thin and soft fabric • Soft, wide and elastic waistband, adjustable with cord • 2 hip pockets • Inseam length 43 cm / 17 inches • Wide elastic cuff • Refl ective piping 
on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageTSUNLESUNLIGHT LADY Slim Pants 41

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Fresh and functional. Running pants for the female fi tness runner made from functional thermo material. Tight fi t on hips and thigh, straight cut from the knees. The 
wide and comfy bi-color hem and two hip pockets create a fresh accent.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Small inside key pocket on waistband • 2 hip pockets • Refl ective piping in front • Refl ective logo on front

pageSLSUNCSUNLIGHT 4.0 LADY Shirt 41

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, INSERT: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Light-as-Air running shirt with layered look for the ambitious female runner.Function that always looks good, Indoors and out.

Stretch material for more freedom of movement • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Refl ective piping on sleeves • Refl ective logo on front

pageSSUNTLSUNLIGHT LADY Thermo Shirt lg 41

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Fashionable, tricolored and versatile. Insulating long sleeve shirt for the recreational female runner. Long, generous cut, cosy material, cuffs with thumbhole and integ-
rated fold-out mitts give comfort and warmth.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Kangaroo pocket with zipped media pocket inside • Flat-lock seams • Short front zip • Sleeve hem with handcover and thumbhole 
• Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens • Close fi t collar • Refl ective piping on back • Refl ective logo on hem

pageVWISULSUNLIGHT LADY WS Insul Vest 41

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, WADDING: 100% POLYESTER, LINING: 100% POLYAMIDE

A special piece of warmth. Modern, hip length WINDSTOPPER® Insulated Shell running vest providing extra insulation for the female fi tness runner. Versatile piece for 
extra warmth.

PrimaLoft® insulation • Close fi t high collar • Front zip with semi-lock slider • 2 front zip pockets • Refl ective piping on back

pageVSUNLLSUNLIGHT 3.0 AS LADY Vest 41

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Fashion meets performance. Fashionable, over hip-length, slim fi t WINDSTOPPER® running vest for ambitious female runners who care about style and details.

Ventilation in back • Mesh lining • 2 front zip pockets • Pocket with cable outlet • Hem width can be adjusted by cordstopper and elastic drawstring • Refl ective logo 
on front and back • Refl ective piping on back
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pageTWESSWESSENTIAL SO LADY Pants 43

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Soft wind protection. These windproof WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running pants are ideal for recreational female runners looking for soft weather protection.

2 front pockets • Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Refl ective print on back • Tight bottom leg to be 
closed by long zippers

pageJWESSWESSENTIAL SO LADY Jacket 43

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, CUFF: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Cosy and warm inside, versatile and protection outside. Highly functional WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running jacket in puristic design.

2 front zip pockets • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Elastic sleeve cuff • Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Refl ective print on sleeves • 
Refl ective logo on front and back • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets

pageJGESLAESSENTIAL GT AS LADY Jacket 43

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Essential rain protection. Loose cut combined with next-to-the-skin comfort is the core value of this GORE-TEX® Active running jacket for her. Designed with many 
clever details.

2 front zip pockets • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Velcro fastening for separate hood • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to 
cord stoppers in pockets • Elastic sleeve cuff • Refl ective piping on front and back • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective logo on sleeve

pageFESUNLSUNLIGHT LADY Socks 42

87% POLYAMIDE, 13% ELASTANE

Lady-like: these low-cut socks are made for running with extra padding, anti-friction seams and wicking fabric

Main structure in polyamide + Lycra® light mesh for maximum foot comfort and breathability • Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Foot arch with anti-twist elastic band for 
extra grip with graduated stretchable mesh • Left and right anatomical structure • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped inside and outside

pageTSUNSLSUNLIGHT LADY Skirt 42

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Running skirt made with an extremely soft material for fashion-conscious fi tness runners. Looks great combined with _ tights. With a small front zip pocket.

Thin and soft fabric • Soft, wide and elastic waistband, adjustable with cord • Front zip pocket • Refl ective piping • Refl ective logo on front

pageTSUNSWSUNLIGHT 3.0 LADY Tights 3/4 42

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, INSERT: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Women‘s favourite. 3/4 women‘s tights with straight leg hems and mock layered look for the fashionable runner looking for color-coordinated outfi ts.

Stretch material for more freedom of movement • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • One small zip pocket • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Comfortable elastic 
waistband • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Refl ective piping on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageSESSTTESSENTIAL Thermo LADY Shirt 44

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Look good for the long run: a long-sleeved shirt made of functional push-pull material for the cold winter months. Its comfortable fi t will make this your favourite gar-
ment.

Raglan cut • Close fi t collar • Flat-lock seams • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Refl ective logo on front • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Ther-
mo-stretch functional fabric • Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens

pageSESSTLESSENTIAL 2.0 LADY Shirt long 44

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Underneath the vest. Slighly insulating longshirt with high collar, ventilation-inserts and a short front zip. Ideal for running on cool and dry days.

Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Raglan cut • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Refl ective logo on front

pageSESSLHESSENTIAL LADY Hoody 44

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Function for her. Classically designed hoody. Thanks to the integrated gloves, the cosy and insulating fabric is a women`s favourite for running.

2 front pockets • Small key pocket inside right front pocket • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Close-fi tting hood • Short concealed front zip • Cuffs can be turned down 
and used as mittens • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Refl ective logo on front

pageTWESSTESSENTIAL AS LADY Pants 44

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Powerful wind protection: these windproof pants are ideal for all runners who prefer more casual, comfortable wear instead of narrow-fi tting tights.

Extremely light mesh lining • Zip pocket on back • Side zip pocket • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with cord • Pre-shaped knees • Refl ective piping at back of 
legs • Refl ective logo on front

pageJWESNWESSENTIAL AS Part LADY Jacket 44

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE

For the female all-year runner. Multifunctional WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell jacket with two zipped front pockets keeps runners warm but not too warm with the under-
arm ventilation.

2 front zip pockets • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Elastic sleeve cuff • High, ergonomically shaped, fl eece-trimmed collar • Ventilation inserts under 
arms • Hem width adjustable by easy-to-use covered cord stoppers and elastic draw-cord • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sleeves

pageJWESZLESSENTIAL 2.0 AS LADY ZO Jac. 43

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Longing for versatility? This comfort fi t running jacket with detachable arms is perfect for beginners and hobby runners who prefer to take it at a more relaxed pace.

Extremely light mesh lining • 2 covered zip pockets for stowing sleeves • Adjustable hood (width and fi eld of vision) • Zip-off hood • Front zip with semi-lock slider 
• Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Detachable sleeves • Adjustable cuff • High, ergonomically shaped, fl eece-trimmed collar • Ventilation in back • Hem width can be 
adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective print on side • Refl ective logo on front and back
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pageTWESSWESSENTIAL SO LADY Pants 43

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Soft wind protection. These windproof WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running pants are ideal for recreational female runners looking for soft weather protection.

2 front pockets • Zip pocket on back • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Refl ective print on back • Tight bottom leg to be 
closed by long zippers

pageJWESSWESSENTIAL SO LADY Jacket 43

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, CUFF: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Cosy and warm inside, versatile and protection outside. Highly functional WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell running jacket in puristic design.

2 front zip pockets • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Elastic sleeve cuff • Fleece-lined, close fi t high collar • Refl ective print on sleeves • 
Refl ective logo on front and back • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets

pageJGESLAESSENTIAL GT AS LADY Jacket 43

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER

Essential rain protection. Loose cut combined with next-to-the-skin comfort is the core value of this GORE-TEX® Active running jacket for her. Designed with many 
clever details.

2 front zip pockets • Front zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Velcro fastening for separate hood • Hem width can be adjusted using just one hand thanks to 
cord stoppers in pockets • Elastic sleeve cuff • Refl ective piping on front and back • Refl ective logo on front • Refl ective logo on sleeve

pageFESUNLSUNLIGHT LADY Socks 42

87% POLYAMIDE, 13% ELASTANE

Lady-like: these low-cut socks are made for running with extra padding, anti-friction seams and wicking fabric

Main structure in polyamide + Lycra® light mesh for maximum foot comfort and breathability • Anti-stress cuff in Lycra® • Foot arch with anti-twist elastic band for 
extra grip with graduated stretchable mesh • Left and right anatomical structure • Super-fl at zero-friction seam double-looped inside and outside

pageTSUNSLSUNLIGHT LADY Skirt 42

MAIN FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Running skirt made with an extremely soft material for fashion-conscious fi tness runners. Looks great combined with _ tights. With a small front zip pocket.

Thin and soft fabric • Soft, wide and elastic waistband, adjustable with cord • Front zip pocket • Refl ective piping • Refl ective logo on front

pageTSUNSWSUNLIGHT 3.0 LADY Tights 3/4 42

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, INSERT: 86% POLYAMIDE, 14% ELASTANE

Women‘s favourite. 3/4 women‘s tights with straight leg hems and mock layered look for the fashionable runner looking for color-coordinated outfi ts.

Stretch material for more freedom of movement • Inseam length 48 cm / 19 inches • One small zip pocket • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Comfortable elastic 
waistband • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Refl ective piping on hem • Refl ective logo on front

pageSESSTTESSENTIAL Thermo LADY Shirt 44

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Look good for the long run: a long-sleeved shirt made of functional push-pull material for the cold winter months. Its comfortable fi t will make this your favourite gar-
ment.

Raglan cut • Close fi t collar • Flat-lock seams • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Refl ective logo on front • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Ther-
mo-stretch functional fabric • Cuffs can be turned down and used as mittens

pageSESSTLESSENTIAL 2.0 LADY Shirt long 44

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Underneath the vest. Slighly insulating longshirt with high collar, ventilation-inserts and a short front zip. Ideal for running on cool and dry days.

Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Mesh inserts for better ventilation • Raglan cut • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Refl ective logo on front

pageSESSLHESSENTIAL LADY Hoody 44

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE, MESH: 100% POLYESTER

Function for her. Classically designed hoody. Thanks to the integrated gloves, the cosy and insulating fabric is a women`s favourite for running.

2 front pockets • Small key pocket inside right front pocket • Contrast fl at-lock seams • Close-fi tting hood • Short concealed front zip • Cuffs can be turned down 
and used as mittens • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Refl ective logo on front

pageTWESSTESSENTIAL AS LADY Pants 44

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Powerful wind protection: these windproof pants are ideal for all runners who prefer more casual, comfortable wear instead of narrow-fi tting tights.

Extremely light mesh lining • Zip pocket on back • Side zip pocket • Elastic, width-adjustable waistband with cord • Pre-shaped knees • Refl ective piping at back of 
legs • Refl ective logo on front

pageJWESNWESSENTIAL AS Part LADY Jacket 44

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, STRETCH FABRIC: 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE

For the female all-year runner. Multifunctional WINDSTOPPER® Active Shell jacket with two zipped front pockets keeps runners warm but not too warm with the under-
arm ventilation.

2 front zip pockets • Zip with semi-lock slider • Zip-underfl ap • Elastic sleeve cuff • High, ergonomically shaped, fl eece-trimmed collar • Ventilation inserts under 
arms • Hem width adjustable by easy-to-use covered cord stoppers and elastic draw-cord • Refl ective logo on front and back • Refl ective print on sleeves

pageJWESZLESSENTIAL 2.0 AS LADY ZO Jac. 43

SHELL OUTSIDE: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, LINING: 100% POLYESTER

Longing for versatility? This comfort fi t running jacket with detachable arms is perfect for beginners and hobby runners who prefer to take it at a more relaxed pace.

Extremely light mesh lining • 2 covered zip pockets for stowing sleeves • Adjustable hood (width and fi eld of vision) • Zip-off hood • Front zip with semi-lock slider 
• Zip-underfl ap and zip-port • Detachable sleeves • Adjustable cuff • High, ergonomically shaped, fl eece-trimmed collar • Ventilation in back • Hem width can be 
adjusted using just one hand thanks to cord stoppers in pockets • Refl ective print on side • Refl ective logo on front and back
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pageUEWTNRESSENTIAL BL WS Turtleneck 46

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Windproof long-sleeve turtleneck shirt with front zipper is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling at 
neck, breast, shoulder, arm and kidney area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock 
seams • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Extra-long back

pageTESSTLESSENTIAL LADY Tights short 45

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Fashion item: short tights for fashion conscious women who want to look good and train hard.

Back pocket • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Ventilation tape • Refl ective print on back

pageTESSLSESSENTIAL LADY Tights 3/4 45

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Favorite piece: these 3/4 tights, made of very comfortable fabrics, offer protection for your muscles and also look great.

Concealed back zip pocket • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Mesh insert in knee bend for optimum ventilation • Flat-lock seams • Flat-lock seams with 
refl ective print • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 45 cm / 18 inches • Refl ective logo on side

pageTESSLGESSENTIAL 2.0 LADY Tights 45

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Ventilation and protection. These tights keep you warm on cool and dry days. Mesh-inserts provide ventilation. Ideal for the seasonal transition.

Concealed back zip pocket • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective print on lateral hem • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Mesh insert in knee bend 
for optimum ventilation • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective print on hem • Refl ective logo on 
side

pageTESSTTESSENTIAL Thermo LADY Tights 45

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Simply necessary: Winter running tights that dry quickly. The casual cut is not too tight and does not restrict movement.

Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective print on lateral hem • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • Refl ective logo on side 
• Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Small key pocket in back

pageTESSLAESSENTIAL LADY Pants 44

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Classic female running pants with a casual cut, perfect for looking good during all types of sport.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Small key pocket in back • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord

pageUETSLMESSENTIAL BL Thermo Shirt long 47

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Functional long sleeve shirt. Fits like a second skin. Brushed polypropylene material provides a dry and warm feeling. Moisture is quickly transported outside.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUETNSMESSENTIAL BL Turtleneck 47

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Functional long sleeve turtleneck shirt with front zipper for better ventilation. Fits like a second skin. Brushed polypropylene material provides a dry and warm feeling. 
Moisture is quickly transported outside.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Extra-long 
back

pageUWESSBESSENTIAL BL WS Boxer 47

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH: 91% POLYPROPYLENE, 9% ELASTANE

These running boxer shorts are ideal for windy, cool days. WINDSTOPPER® laminate protects the genital area from wind chill but still provides maximum breathability.

Elastic Windstopper® insert at genital area • Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft elastic waistband, brushed on the inside 
for optimum moisture transport • High-cut back

pageUWESHMESSENTIAL BL WS Shirt 46

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

This shirt is ideal for windy, cooler days. The combination of materials ensures rapid moisture wicking and protects against wind chill.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams

pageUWELSMESSENTIAL BL WS Shirt long 46

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

Windproof long-sleeve shirt is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling in front, shoulder, arm and kidney 
area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • 
Extra-long back

pageUEWSLOESSENTIAL BL WS Th Shirt long 46

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Windproof long-sleeve shirt is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling in front, shoulder, arm and kidney 
area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock 
seams • Extra-long back
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pageUEWTNRESSENTIAL BL WS Turtleneck 46

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Windproof long-sleeve turtleneck shirt with front zipper is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling at 
neck, breast, shoulder, arm and kidney area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock 
seams • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Extra-long back

pageTESSTLESSENTIAL LADY Tights short 45

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Fashion item: short tights for fashion conscious women who want to look good and train hard.

Back pocket • Sleeve hem with thumbhole • Ventilation tape • Refl ective print on back

pageTESSLSESSENTIAL LADY Tights 3/4 45

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Favorite piece: these 3/4 tights, made of very comfortable fabrics, offer protection for your muscles and also look great.

Concealed back zip pocket • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Mesh insert in knee bend for optimum ventilation • Flat-lock seams • Flat-lock seams with 
refl ective print • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Inseam length 45 cm / 18 inches • Refl ective logo on side

pageTESSLGESSENTIAL 2.0 LADY Tights 45

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYAMIDE, 9% ELASTANE, MESH: 80% POLYAMIDE, 20% ELASTANE

Ventilation and protection. These tights keep you warm on cool and dry days. Mesh-inserts provide ventilation. Ideal for the seasonal transition.

Concealed back zip pocket • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective print on lateral hem • Mesh insert in back for optimum ventilation • Mesh insert in knee bend 
for optimum ventilation • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Shifted seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Refl ective print on hem • Refl ective logo on 
side

pageTESSTTESSENTIAL Thermo LADY Tights 45

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Simply necessary: Winter running tights that dry quickly. The casual cut is not too tight and does not restrict movement.

Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord • Zipper with semi-lock slider and refl ective print on lateral hem • Gripper elastic on bottom hem • Refl ective logo on side 
• Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Small key pocket in back

pageTESSLAESSENTIAL LADY Pants 44

MAIN FABRIC: 84% POLYAMIDE, 16% ELASTANE

Classic female running pants with a casual cut, perfect for looking good during all types of sport.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Small key pocket in back • Flat-lock seams with refl ective print • Adjustable elastic waistband with fl at cord

pageUETSLMESSENTIAL BL Thermo Shirt long 47

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Functional long sleeve shirt. Fits like a second skin. Brushed polypropylene material provides a dry and warm feeling. Moisture is quickly transported outside.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUETNSMESSENTIAL BL Turtleneck 47

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Functional long sleeve turtleneck shirt with front zipper for better ventilation. Fits like a second skin. Brushed polypropylene material provides a dry and warm feeling. 
Moisture is quickly transported outside.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Extra-long 
back

pageUWESSBESSENTIAL BL WS Boxer 47

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH: 91% POLYPROPYLENE, 9% ELASTANE

These running boxer shorts are ideal for windy, cool days. WINDSTOPPER® laminate protects the genital area from wind chill but still provides maximum breathability.

Elastic Windstopper® insert at genital area • Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft elastic waistband, brushed on the inside 
for optimum moisture transport • High-cut back

pageUWESHMESSENTIAL BL WS Shirt 46

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

This shirt is ideal for windy, cooler days. The combination of materials ensures rapid moisture wicking and protects against wind chill.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams

pageUWELSMESSENTIAL BL WS Shirt long 46

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

Windproof long-sleeve shirt is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling in front, shoulder, arm and kidney 
area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • 
Extra-long back

pageUEWSLOESSENTIAL BL WS Th Shirt long 46

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Windproof long-sleeve shirt is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling in front, shoulder, arm and kidney 
area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock 
seams • Extra-long back
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pageUWSTLLESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Th Shirt 48

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Windproof long-sleeve shirt is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling in front, shoulder, arm and kidney 
area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock 
seams • Extra-long back

pageUEWTNPESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Turtlen. 48

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: STRETCH FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Windproof long-sleeve turtleneck shirt with front zipper is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling at 
neck, front, shoulder, arm and kidney-area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock 
seams • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Extra-long back

pageUESSSLESSENTIAL BL Briefs 48

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYPROPYLENE, 9% ELASTANE

These briefs are barely noticeable. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft elastic waistband, brushed on the inside for optimum moisture transport • High-cut 
back

pageUESSBOESSENTIAL BL Boxer 47

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYPROPYLENE, 9% ELASTANE

These boxer shorts fi t like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft elastic waistband, brushed on the inside for optimum moisture transport • High-cut 
back

pageUESSSHESSENTIAL BL Shirt 47

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% NYLON

This shirt fi ts like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUESLMEESSENTIAL BL Shirt long 47

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

This shirt fi ts like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUESLSHESSENTIAL BL LADY Shirt 49

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% NYLON

This shirt fi ts like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUESLLDESSENTIAL BL LADY Shirt long 49

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% NYLON

This shirt fi ts like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUETLSLESSENTIAL BL LADY Th Shirt lg 49

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Functional long sleeve shirt. Fits like a second skin. Brushed polypropylene material provides a dry and warm feeling. Moisture is quickly transported outside.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUEWTNLESSENTIAL BL LADY Turtleneck 48

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Functional long sleeve turtleneck shirt with front zipper for better ventilation. Fits like a second skin. Brushed polypropylene material provides a dry and warm feeling. 
Moisture is quickly transported outside.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Extra-long 
back

pageUWESHWESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Shirt 48

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

This shirt is ideal for windy, cooler days. The combination of materials ensures rapid moisture wicking and protects against wind chill.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long 
back • Refl ective logo on front

pageUEWSLLESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Shirt lg 48

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: INSERT: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

Windproof long-sleeve shirt is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling in front, shoulder and kidney 
area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • 
Extra-long back
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pageUWSTLLESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Th Shirt 48

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Windproof long-sleeve shirt is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling in front, shoulder, arm and kidney 
area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock 
seams • Extra-long back

pageUEWTNPESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Turtlen. 48

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: STRETCH FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Windproof long-sleeve turtleneck shirt with front zipper is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling at 
neck, front, shoulder, arm and kidney-area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, at sleeves, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock 
seams • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Extra-long back

pageUESSSLESSENTIAL BL Briefs 48

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYPROPYLENE, 9% ELASTANE

These briefs are barely noticeable. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft elastic waistband, brushed on the inside for optimum moisture transport • High-cut 
back

pageUESSBOESSENTIAL BL Boxer 47

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYPROPYLENE, 9% ELASTANE

These boxer shorts fi t like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft elastic waistband, brushed on the inside for optimum moisture transport • High-cut 
back

pageUESSSHESSENTIAL BL Shirt 47

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% NYLON

This shirt fi ts like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUESLMEESSENTIAL BL Shirt long 47

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

This shirt fi ts like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUESLSHESSENTIAL BL LADY Shirt 49

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% NYLON

This shirt fi ts like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUESLLDESSENTIAL BL LADY Shirt long 49

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% NYLON

This shirt fi ts like a second skin. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUETLSLESSENTIAL BL LADY Th Shirt lg 49

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Functional long sleeve shirt. Fits like a second skin. Brushed polypropylene material provides a dry and warm feeling. Moisture is quickly transported outside.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long back

pageUEWTNLESSENTIAL BL LADY Turtleneck 48

MAIN FABRIC: 92% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE

Functional long sleeve turtleneck shirt with front zipper for better ventilation. Fits like a second skin. Brushed polypropylene material provides a dry and warm feeling. 
Moisture is quickly transported outside.

Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Close fi t collar • Short zip with semi-lock slider and underfl ap • Extra-long 
back

pageUWESHWESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Shirt 48

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, STRETCH: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

This shirt is ideal for windy, cooler days. The combination of materials ensures rapid moisture wicking and protects against wind chill.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Extra-long 
back • Refl ective logo on front

pageUEWSLLESSENTIAL BL WS LADY Shirt lg 48

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER, WINDSTOPPER® MEMBRANE, SHELL INSIDE: INSERT: 88% POLYPROPYLENE, 8% ELASTANE, 4% POLYAMIDE

Windproof long-sleeve shirt is ideal for windy and cold days. Provides warmth and quick moisture management. Protects from cooling in front, shoulder and kidney 
area.

Elastic WINDSTOPPER® insert on front, over shoulders and on kidney area • Thermo-stretch functional fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • 
Extra-long back
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pageUESLSLESSENTIAL BL LADY Briefs 49

MAIN FABRIC: 91% POLYPROPYLENE, 9% ELASTANE

These briefs are barely noticeable. The polypropylene material ensures the wearer feels dry and comfortable. Moisture is instantly transported to the outside.

Thin and soft fabric • Minimized seams for less chafi ng • Flat-lock seams • Soft elastic waistband, brushed on the inside for optimum moisture transport • High-cut 
back
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Cycles Lambert

1000 rue des Riveurs
Lévis QC Canada 
G6V 9G3
Order Hotline 1.800.463.4452
www.cycleslambert.com

Cycles Lambert

5489, unit 104, Byrne Rd, Burnaby 
BC Canada
V5J 3J1
Order Hotline 1.866.830.5659
www.cycleslambert.com

toll-free | kostenlos | numéro vert | numero verde

Europe Order Hotline 00800-46 73 26 67
USA Order Hotline 800-455 4184

Internet shop online

www.GoreApparel.com/retailer

Photographer: Jan Söderström, Mikael Kårelind. Layout and Copy: TEEM Communication AB, Sweden.  
Prepress Production: Media Service Atelier Munich GmbH, Germany. 
Production: Hannu Haslach, Jürgen Erd. 

Special thanks to Mizuno Footwear, Polar Heart Rate Monitors, Brooks Footwear, Adidas Footwear.

Printed in Germany. 

GORE RUNNING WEAR, GORE-TEX, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY, WINDSTOPPER, GORE and designs are trademarks  
of W. L. Gore & Associates. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are properties of their respective companies.
© 2014 W. L. Gore & Associates GmbH | Consumer Products | Aiblinger Strasse 60 | D-83620 Feldkirchen-Westerham

GORE RUNNING WEAR® now offers you a special service. Order the actual collection on a fast and easy way via internet – 24 hours a day.

GORE RUNNING WEAR® bietet Ihnen einen besonderen Service an. Bestellen Sie ab sofort die aktuelle Kollektion schnell und unkompliziert 
über das Internet – und das täglich rund um die Uhr.

GORE RUNNING WEAR® vous accueille à partir de l’automne dans sa boutique virtuelle où il vous sera possible de commander  
24 heures sur 24 avec rapidité et facilité.

GORE RUNNING WEAR® Vi ricorda che anche la nuova collezione estate è disponibile online 24 ore su 24!
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Printing mistakes and changes may occur. The given colors may slightly vary from the original color tones due to the printing process.

Druckfehler und Änderungen vorbehalten. Die abgebildeten Farben können, bedingt durch das verwendete Druckverfahren, von 
den Originalfarbtönen abweichen.

Nous émettons toute réserve sur les fautes d‘impression ou aménagement éventuels. Selon le procedé d‘impression, les couleurs 
représentées peuvent différer des tons originaux.

Salvo errori di stampa e cambiamenti. I colori riprodotti possono differire dai toni originali dovuto al procedimento di stampa usato.
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SIA “skrien.lv”

Brivibas iela 155/2
1012 Riga, Latvia
TEL: +371 294 614 44
E-Mail: info@skrien.lv

Progress Cycle Czech Republic

Logistic Park Tulipan 1371 
253 01 Hostivice-Palouky
Czech Republic
TEL: +420 241 771 181-2
E-Mail: info@progresscycle.cz
WEB: www.progresscycle.cz

Progress Cycle Slovakia, s.r.o.

Medený Hámor 15 
974 01 Banská Bystrica
Slovak Republic
TEL: +421 48 414 36 23
E-Mail: info@progresscycle.sk
WEB: www.progresscycle.sk  


